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Abstract
We compare real and synthetic data directly to complete numerical relativity simulations of
binary black holes. Even though our method largely agrees with [2], our method goes beyond
the existing semi-analytic models that were used. Comparisons with only the quadrupole
modes constrain the redshifted mass Mz ∈ [64M⊙ − 82M⊙], mass ratio 1/q = m2/m1 ∈
[0.6, 1], effective aligned spin χeff ∈ [−0.3, 0.2], where χeff = (S1/m1 + S2/m2) · Lˆ/M . If we
include the octopole modes, we can constrain the mass ratio even better. Even though the
spins are correlated, both magnitude and directions are not significantly constrained by the
data. We determine that an upper limit for the spin magnitudes up to at least 0.8 but with
random orientations. When we interpolate between nonprecessing binaries and reconstruct
the posterior distribution, we find it is consistent with the results in [2]. We found a final total
black hole redshifted mass is consistent with Mf,z in the range 64.0M⊙ − 73.5M⊙, and we
found a final dimensionless spin parameter to be constrained to af = 0.62 − 0.73. To better
understand and quantify the impact of potential sources of error, we calculated mismatches
between waveforms and the KL Divergence(DKL) between PDFs derived from fits to our
lnLmarg from our integrate_likelihood_extrinsic code (called ILE ). The error due to Monte
Carlo integration was found to have a insignificant effect on the PDFs giving DKL ∼ 10−5.
The impact of extracting the waveform was also found to be minimal assuming a high enough
extraction radius is possible; we found DKL ∼ 10−2− 10−3 for PDFs corresponding to sources
with different extraction radii. The resolution of a simulation was also found to have an
extremely low impact with DKL ∼ 10−4. Our most noticeable source of error was the low
frequency cutoffs, which producedDKL ∼ 2 for two PDFs with the biggest differences; however,
this effect becomes less significant after marginalizing over all dimensions. We also use different
sources for three end-to-end runs: zero spin, equal mass; aligned spin, unequal mass; and
precessing, unequal mass. For all three cases, we were able to constrain the same parameters
as with the analysis of the real event. For all three cases, the true system parameters lied
within our reconstructed posterior. For the aligned case, we ran comparisons using the octopole
modes and found, as in the real event analyses, we could further constrain the mass ratio.
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compare to Table III in [1]. Error bars reflect the standard Monte Carlo esti-
mate of the integral standard deviation, multiplied by 2.57 in the log to increase
contrast (i.e., the nominal 99% credible interval, assuming the relative Monte
Carlo errors are normally distributed). To guide the eye, a shaded region in-
dicates the interval of lnLmarg selected by our ansatz given a credible interval
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all l = 2 modes; a low-frequency cutoff of 30 Hz; and omitting the impact of
calibration uncertainty. For comparison, the shaded region shows the 95% cred-
ible region for the waveform reported in LVC-PE[2], an analysis which accounts
for calibration uncertainties and includes frequencies down to 20 Hz but ap-
proximates the radiation and omits higher harmonics (e.g, the (2,±1) modes).
To guide the eye, two vertical lines indicate the approximate time at which the
signal crosses these two gravitational wave frequency thresholds. . . . . . . . . 17
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Colors represent the marginalized log likelihood as a function of redshifted total
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lnLmarg < 265.8 are shown according to the color scale on the right (points
with lnLmarg < 172 have been suppressed to increase contrast). Marginalized
likelihoods are computed using flow = 30Hz, using all l = 2 modes, and without
correcting for (small) Monte Carlo integral uncertainties. These figures include
both nonprecessing and precessing simulations. For comparison, the black, blue,
and green contours show estimated 90% credible intervals, calculated assuming
that the binary’s spins and orbital angular momentum are parallel. The solid
black contour corresponds to the 90% credible interval reported in LVC-PE[2],
assuming spin-orbit alignment; the solid blue contour shows the correspond-
ing 90% interval reported using the semianalytic precessing model (IMRP) in
LVC-PE[2]; the solid green curve shows the 90% credible intervals derived using
a quadratic fit to lnLmarg for nonprecessing simulations using l = 2 modes; and
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Comparison for q, χeff . This figure is consistent with the similar but simpler
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2.5 Distributions agree [nonprecessing case]: Comparison between the poste-
rior distributions reported in LVC-PE[2] for nonprecessing binaries (solid) and
the posterior distributions implied by a leading-order approximation to lnLmarg
[Eq. (2.2.9)] derived using l ≤ 2 (dotted) and l ≤ 3 (dashed). Left panel : m1,z
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2.6 Likelihood versus spins: Nonprecessing: Maximum likelihood lnL (col-
ors, according to the colorbar on the right) as a function of spins χ1,z, χ2,z for
different choices of mass ratio 1/q, computed using all l = 2 modes. Each point
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spin components χ1,z and χ2,z. Each point represents an NR simulation; only
nonprecessing simulations are included. Points with 265.8 < lnL < 268.6 are
shown in light gray, with lnL > 268.6 are shown in black, and with lnL < 265.8
are shown according to the color scale on the right (points with lnLmarg < 172
have been suppressed to increase contrast). [The quantity lnL is the maximum
value of lnLmarg with respect to mass; see Eq. (2.1.7).] Consistent with our
other results, flow = 30Hz. For comparison, the solid black contours show
the 90% credible intervals derived in LVC-PE[2], assuming spin-orbit alignment
and omitting corrections for waveform systematics. The solid and dashed green
contours are the nominal 90% credible interval derived using an approximation
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2.8 Large spins possible: Colors represent marginalized log likelihood as a func-
tion of (−1)i+1|χi × Lˆ| and χi · Lˆ, where i = 1, 2 indexing the first and sec-
ond black hole,evaluated using each simulation’s initial conditions [Table II in
[1]]; compare to the left panel of Figure 5 in LVC-PE[2]. Each simulation
therefore appears twice in this figure: once on the left and once on the right.
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Points with 265.8 < lnL < 268.6 (cf Eq. (2.1.6)) are shown in light gray, with
lnLmarg > 268.6 are shown in black, and with lnLmarg < 265.8 are shown
according to the color scale on the right. [The quantity lnL is the maximum
value of lnLmarg with respect to mass; see Eq. (2.1.7).] While this figure was
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2.9 Transverse spins can influence the marginal likelihood: ∆ lnL, the dif-
ference between the computed lnL of a precessing simulation (see Eq. (2.1.7))
and the estimated value of lnL from our fit to nonprecessing simulations, plot-
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3.4 Example 1-Corresponding ILE and 1D distributions for the NR sim-
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Chapter 1
Introduction
On September 14, 2015, the first gravitational wave (GW) was detected by twin laser interfer-
ometer instruments called the Laser Interferometer Gravitational wave Observatory (LIGO)
from an inspiraling binary black hole (BBH) source [3]. Almost 100 years earlier, Albert
Einstein first theorized of the concept of GW using his Theory of General Relativity (GR).
In his theory, GW can be understood as propagating perturbations, most simply about flat
(Minkowski) spacetime:
gαβ = ηαβ + hαβ, |hαβ| << 1 (1.0.1)
where ηαβ is the flat metric defined ηαβ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) and hαβ is the small perturba-
tion. Inserting this metric into Einstein’s Tensor yields,
Gαβ =
1
2
(∂α∂
µhµβ + ∂β∂
µhµα − ∂α∂βh−2hαβ + ηαβ2h− ηαβ∂µ∂νhµν . (1.0.2)
We can clean up this equation by introducing the trace-reversed perturbation:
h¯αβ = η
αβ − 1
2
hηαβ. (1.0.3)
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Plugging this equation into Eq. 1.0.2, we get
Gαβ =
1
2
(∂α∂
µh¯µβ + ∂β∂
µh¯µα −2h¯αβ − ηαβ∂µ∂νhµν). (1.0.4)
Because of the gauge freedom of linearized gravity, we can in particular choose the Lorentz
gauge:
∂µh¯µν = 0. (1.0.5)
This simplifies the Einstein tensor to its common form:
Gαβ =
8piG
c4
Tαβ, (1.0.6)
which yields the common form of the Einstein equation for linearized gravity:
2h¯αβ = −16piG
c4
Tαβ (1.0.7)
It was found that this equation was not only solvable but yielded wave solutions, and
these GWs were generated by the second time derivative of the quadrupole moment of said
source [8, 9]. GWs remained only a theoretical concept for decades to come after their first
introduction.
The 1960s saw the first attempt at detecting GWs by Joseph Weber. Weber created bar
detectors, called Weber bars, that vibrate at a certain resonance frequency [10]. Interferometer
detectors were later proposed in multiple countries, and initial configurations of several detec-
tors completed construction by the turn of the century including the initial LIGO (iLIGO),
TAMA 300, GEO 600, and Virgo. All of these detectors ran jointly to make the first in-
terferometer GW observations between 2002-2011. At the end of this period, the detectors
went through a transition stage that upgraded the instrumentation to the next generation
sensitivity. In 2015, the newly upgraded Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) was the first of these next
generation detectors to begin observing [11]. It is expect that Advanced Virgo will be the next
2
detector to join aLIGO in the next planned observing run sometime in the 4th quarter of 2016
[12].
The waveforms used in the first GW discovery were generated by models that use analytical
approximations in particular functional forms [2]; these have coefficients that are calibrated
to selected numerical general relativity (NR) simulations. Even though these models were
used to successfully reconstruct the posterior, and are largely corroborated by our method,
they cannot perfectly reproduce the predictions by NR [13]. In particular, analysis with
these models only include the dominant (2,2) spherically-harmonic mode. When comparing
NR simulations against real and synthetic data, we perform comparisons accounting for all
the quadrupole spherically-harmonic modes as well as comparisons accounting for both the
quadrupole and octopole spherically-harmonic modes.
In a nutshell, these models interpolate the outgoing waveforms between the well charac-
terized results of NR, as provided by a sparse grid of simulations. These analytical waveforms
are then used to construct the posterior across the binary’s parameter space; however, the in-
terpolant needs to be accurate across the entire parameter space. In our method, we compare
the data to NR first by calculating a scalar quantity, the marginalized log likelihood, on a
grid of binary parameters created from all the NR simulations. We then interpolate between
the NR simulations with different parameters by adopting an approximation to the marginal-
ized log likelihood. In our case, the interpolant only needs to be accurate near the peak log
likelihood value. By using our method we compare the data directly to the most physically
complete and generic predictions of general relativity while at the same time bypassing the
ad-hoc approximations introduced by the analytical models.
This format of this paper start with a chapter comparing GW150914 directly to NR sim-
ulations. This chapter draws on published work [1] done as part of the LIGO Scientific
Collaboration (LSC). Chapter 3 takes the method established by [1] and provides detailed
validation studies to asses its reliability. We also provide multiple end-to-end studies using
synthetic source with a range of properties (i.e. zero, aligned, and precessing spin; equal and
unequal mass ratio). Chapter 4 summarizes the results from the previous two chapters.
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Chapter 2
Directly comparing GW150914 with
numerical solutions using Einstein’s
equations for binary black hole
coalescence
2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Numerical relativity simulations of binary black hole coalescence
The first attempts to solve the field equations of general relativity numerically began in the
1960s, by Hahn and Lindquist [14], followed with some success by Smarr [15, 16]. In the
1990s, a large collaboration of US universities worked together to solve the “Grand Challenge”
of evolving binary black holes [17, 18, 19]. In 2005, three groups [20, 21, 22] developed two
completely independent techniques that produced the first collisions of orbiting black holes.
The first technique [20] involved the use of generalized harmonic coordinates and excision
of the black hole horizons, while the second technique [21, 22], dubbed “moving punctures
approach”, used singularity avoiding slices of the black hole spacetimes.
Since then, the field has seen an explosion of activity and improvements in methods and
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capabilities; see, e.g., [23, 24, 25, 26]. Multiple approaches have been pursued and validated
against one another [27, 28, 29]. Binaries can now be evolved in wide orbits [30]; at high
mass ratios up to 100:1 [31, 32]; with near-maximal black hole spin [33, 34, 35]; and for many
orbits before coalescence [36, 37]. At sufficiently large separations, despite small gauge and
frame ambiguities, the orbital and spin dynamics evaluated using numerical relativity agrees
with post-Newtonian calculations [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. The stringent phase and amplitude
needs of gravitational wave detection and parameter estimation prompted the development of
revised standards for waveform accuracy [43, 44]. Several projects have employed numerical
relativity-generated waveforms to assess gravitational-wave detection and parameter estima-
tion strategies [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. These results have been used to calibrate models for the
leading-order radiation emitted from binary black hole coalescence [39, 40, 51, 52, 53, 54, 13].
Our study builds on this past decade’s experience with modeling the observationally-relevant
dynamics and radiation from comparable-mass coalescing black holes.
In this and most NR work, the initial data for a simulation of coalescing binaries are
characterized by the properties and initial orbit of its two component black holes: by initial
black holes masses m1,m2 and spins S1,S2, specified in a quasicircular orbit such that the
(coordinate) orbital angular momentum is aligned with the zˆ axis and the initial separation
is along the xˆ axis. In this work, we characterize these simulations by the dimensionless mass
ratio q = m1/m2 (adopting the convention m1 ≥ m2); the dimensionless spin parameters
χi = Si/m
2
i ; and an initial dimensionless orbital frequency Mω0. For each simulation, the
orientation-dependent gravitational wave strain h(t, r, nˆ) at large distances can be efficiently
characterized by a (spin-weighted) spherical harmonic decomposition of h(t, r, nˆ) as h(t, r, nˆ) =∑
l≥2
∑l
m=−l hlm(t, r)−2Y lm(nˆ). To a good first approximation, only a few terms in this
series are necessary to characterize the observationally-accessible radiation in any direction
[55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. For example, when a binary is widely separated, only two terms dominate
this sum: (l, |m|) = (2, 2). Conversely, however, several terms (modes) are required for even
nonprecessing binaries, viewed along a generic line of sight; more are needed to capture the
radiation from precessing binaries.
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For nonprecessing sources with a well-defined axis of symmetry, individual modes (l,m)
have distinctive characters, and can be easily isolated numerically and compared with analytic
predictions. For precessing sources, however, rotation mixes modes with the same l. To apply
our procedure self-consistently to both nonprecessing and precessing sources, we include all
modes (l,m) with the same l. However, at the start of each simulation, the (l,m) mode oscil-
lates at m times the orbital frequency. For m > 3, scaling our simulations to the inferred mass
of the source, this initial mode frequency is often well above 30 Hz, the minimum frequency we
adopt in this work for parameter estimation. We therefore cannot safely and self-consistently
compare all modes with l > 3 to the data using numerical relativity alone: an approximation
would be required to go to higher order (i.e., hybridizing each NR simulation with an analytic
approximation at early times).
Therefore, in this paper, we use all five of the l = 2 modes to draw conclusions about
GW150914, necessary and sufficient to capture the leading-order influence of any orbital pre-
cession. To incorporate the effect of higher harmonics, we repeat our calculations, using all of
the l ≤ 3 modes. We defer a careful treatment of higher-order modes and the m = 0 modes
to PE+NR-Methods[5] and subsequent work.
2.1.2 Numerical relativity simulations used
Our study makes use of 1139 distinct simulations of binary black hole quasicircular inspiral
and coalescence. Table II in [1] summarizes the salient features of this set: mass ratio and
initial spins for the simulations used here, all initially in a quasicircular orbit with orbital
separation along the xˆ axis and velocities along ±yˆ.
The RIT group provided 394 simulations. The simulations include binaries with a wide
range of mass ratios, as well as a wide range of black hole angular momentum (spin) magni-
tudes and directions [36, 60, 7, 61, 62], including a simulation with large transverse spins and
several spin precession cycles which fits GW150914 well [36], as described below. The SXS
group has provided both a publicly-available catalog of coalescing black hole binary mergers
[63], a new catalog of nonprecessing simulations [64], and selected supplementary simulations
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described below. Currently extended to 310 members in the form used here, this catalog in-
cludes many high-precision zero- and aligned-spin sources; selected precessing systems; and
simulations including extremely high black hole spin. The Georgia Tech group (GT) provided
406 simulations; see [65] and [66] for further details. This extensive archive covers a wide range
of spin magnitudes and orientations, including several systematic one- and two-parameter fam-
ilies. The Cardiff-UIB group provided 29 simulations, all specifically produced to follow up
GW150914 via a high-dimensional grid stencil, performed via the BAM code [67, 68]. These
four sets of simulations explore the model space near the event in a well-controlled fashion. In
addition to previously-reported simulations, several groups performed new simulations (108 in
total) designed to reproduce the parameters of the event, some of which were applied to our
analysis. These simulations are denoted in Table II in [1] and our other reports by an asterisk
(*). These followup simulations include three independent simulations of the same parameters
drawn from the distributions in LVC-PE[2], from RIT, SXS, and GT, allowing us to assess our
systematic error. These simulations were reported in LVC-detect[3] and LVC-Burst[6], and
are indicated by (+) in the tables in [1].
The simulations used here have either been published previously, or were produced using
one of these well-tested procedures to evolve binary black holes, operating in familiar circum-
stances. For reference, in Appendix A of [1], we outline the four groups’ previously-established
methods and results. For this application, we trust these simulations’ accuracy, based on
their past track record of good performance and internal validation studies. By incorporat-
ing simulations of identical physics provided by different groups and at different resolutions,
our methods provide a direct corroboration: simulations with similar physics produce similar
results; see the discussion in Section 2.2.4.
2.1.3 Directly comparing NR with data I: Single simulations
For each simulation, each choice of seven extrinsic parameters θ (4 spacetime coordinates for
the coalescence event; three Euler angles for the binary’s orientation relative to the Earth), and
each choice for the redshifted total binary mass Mz = (1 + z)M , we can predict the response
8 2.1. Methods
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Figure 2.1: Simulated waveform: Predicted strain in H1 for a source with parameters
q = 1.22, χ1,z = 0.33, χ2,z = 0.44, simulated in full general relativity; compare to Fig. 2 in
LVC-detect[3] . The gray line shows the idealized strain response h(t) = F+h+(t) + F×h×(t),
while the solid black line shows the whitened strain response, using the same noise power
spectrum as LVC-detect[3].
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hk of both of the k = 1, 2 LIGO instruments to the implied gravitational wave signal. Using
λ to denote the combination of redshifted mass Mz and the numerical relativity simulation
parameters needed to uniquely specify the binary’s dynamics, we can therefore evaluate the
likelihood of the data given the noise:
lnL(λ; θ) = −1
2
∑
k
〈hk(λ, θ)− dk|hk(λ, θ)− dk〉k − 〈dk|dk〉k , (2.1.1)
where hk are the predicted response of the kth detector due to a source with parameters λ, θ;
dk are the detector data in instrument k; and 〈a|b〉k ≡
∫∞
−∞ 2dfa˜(f)
∗b˜(f)/Sh,k(|f |) is an inner
product implied by the kth’s detector’s noise power spectrum Sh,k(f); see, e.g., [69] for more
details. In practice, as discussed in the next section, we adopt a low-frequency cutoff flow, so
all inner products are modified to
〈a|b〉k ≡ 2
∫
|f |>flow
df
a˜(f)∗b˜(f)
Sh,k(|f |) . (2.1.2)
Except for an overall normalization constant and a different choice for low-frequency cutoff,
our expression agrees with Eq. (1) in LVC-PE[2]. The joint posterior probability of λ, θ follows
from Bayes theorem:
ppost(λ, θ) =
L(λ, θ)p(θ)p(λ)∫
dλdθL(λ, θ)p(λ)p(θ) , (2.1.3)
where p(θ) and p(λ) are priors on the (independent) variables θ, λ.1 For each λ — that is, for
each simulation and each redshifted mass Mz — we evaluate the marginalized likelihood
Lmarg(λ) ≡
∫
L(λ, θ)p(θ)dθ (2.1.4)
1For simplicity, we assume all black hole-black hole (BH-BH) binaries are equally likely anywhere in the uni-
verse, at any orientation relative to the detector. Future direct observations may favor a correlated distribution,
including BH formation at higher masses at large redshift.
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via direct Monte Carlo integration, where p(θ) is uniform in 4-volume and source orientation
[69].2 The marginalized likelihood measures the similarity between the data and a source with
parameters λ and enters naturally into full Bayesian posterior calculations. In terms of the
marginalized likelihood and some assumed prior p(λ) on intrinsic parameters like masses and
spins, the posterior distribution for intrinsic parameters is
ppost(λ) =
Lmarg(λ)p(λ)∫
dλLmarg(λ)p(λ) . (2.1.5)
If we can evaluate Lmarg on a sufficiently dense grid of intrinsic parameters, Eq. (2.1.5) implies
that we can reconstruct the full posterior parameter distribution via interpolation or other
local approximations. This reconstruction needs to accurately reproduce Lmarg only near its
peak value; for example, if Lmarg(λ) can be approximated by a d-dimensional Gaussian, then
we anticipate only configurations λ with
lnLmax/Lmarg(λ) > χ2d,/2 (2.1.6)
contribute to the posterior distribution at the 1− credible interval, where χ2d, is the inverse-χ2
distribution.
Based on similarity of our distribution to a suitably-parameterized multidimensional Gaus-
sian, we anticipate that only the region of parameter space with lnLmax−lnLmarg(λ) . 6.7 can
potentially impact our conclusions regarding the 90% credible level for d = 8 (i.e., two masses
and two precessing spins); for d = 4, more relevant to the most strongly accessible parameters
(i.e., two masses and two aligned spins), the corresponding interval is lnLmax−lnLmarg(λ) . 4.
Each NR simulation corresponds to a particular value of seven of the intrinsic param-
eters (mass ratio and the three components of each spin vector) but can be scaled to an
arbitrary value of the total redshifted mass Mz. Therefore each NR simulation represents
a one-parameter family of points in the 8-dimensional parameter space of all possible val-
2Our choice for p(θ) differs only superficially from that adopted in LVC-PE[2], by adopting a narrower
prior on the geocentric event time. Here, we allow ±0.05 s around the time reported by the online analysis;
LVC-PE[2] allowed ±0.1s.
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ues of λ. For each simulation, we evaluate the marginalized log likelihood versus redshifted
mass lnLmarg(Mz) on an array of masses, adaptively exploring each one-parameter family to
cover the interval lnLmax − lnLmarg(λ) < 10. To avoid systematic bias introduced by inter-
polation or fitting, our principal results are simply these tabulated function values, explored
almost continuously in mass Mz and discretely, as our fixed simulation archive permits, in
other parameters. The set of intrinsic parameters VC ≡ {λ : lnLmarg > C} above a cutoff
C identifies a subset of binary configurations whose gravitational wave emission is consistent
with the data.3 Though this approach provides a powerfully model-independent approach to
gravitational-wave parameter estimation, as described above it is restricted to the discrete
grid of NR simulation values. Fortunately, the brevity and simplicity of the signal — only a
few chirping and little-modulated cycles — requires the posterior distribution to be broad and
smooth, extending over many numerical relativity simulations’ parameters. This allows us to
go beyond comparisons on a discrete grid of NR simulations, and instead interpolate between
simulations to reconstruct the entire distribution.
To establish a sense of scale, we can use a simple order-of-magnitude calculation for
lnLmarg. The signal to noise ratio ρ and peak likelihood of any assumed signal are related:
ρ =
√
2maxθ lnL. Even at the best intrinsic parameters λ, the marginalized log-likelihood
lnLmarg will be well below the peak value maxθ lnL, because only a small fraction of extrinsic
parameters θ have support from the data [71]. Using GW150914’s previously-reported signal
amplitude [ρ = 23, 5 − 26.8], its extrinsic parameters and their uncertainty [LVC-PE[2]], and
our prior p(θ), we expect the peak value of lnLmarg to be of order 240-330. The interval of
lnLmarg selected by Eq. (2.1.6) is a small fraction of the full range of lnLmarg, identifying a
narrow range of parameters λ which are consistent with the data.
Our analysis of this event, as well as synthetic data, suggests that lnLmarg is often well-
approximated by simple low-order series in intrinsic parameters λ. This simple behavior is most
3While this approach works for multidimensional Gaussians, it can break down in coordinate systems where
the prior is particularly significant (e.g., diverges; see the grid-based method in [70]) or where the likelihood has
strong features (e.g., corners and tails) in multiple dimensions. For example, a likelihood constant on a sphere
plus thin, long spines (e.g., the shape of a sea urchin) will have little posterior support on the spines, but each of
the spines would be selected by a likelihood cut of the kind used here. As our calculations below demonstrate,
marginalization over extrinsic parameters eliminates most complexity in the likelihood: our function is smooth,
dominated by a handful of parameters, without corners or narrow tails.
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apparent versus total mass Mz. Figure 2.2 shows examples of the marginalized log likelihood
evaluated using two of our most promising simulation candidates: they are well-approximated
by a quadratic over the entire observationally-interesting range. We approximate lnLmarg(Mz)
as a second-order Taylor series,
lnLmarg(Mz) ' lnL− 1
2
ΓMM (Mz −Mz,∗)2, (2.1.7)
where the constants lnL,Mz,∗, and ΓMM represent the largest value of lnLmarg, the redshifted
mass at which this maximum occurs, and the second derivative at the peak value. Even in
(rare) cases when a locally quadratic approximation slightly breaks down, we still use lnL to
denote our estimate of the peak of lnLmarg(Mz).4 As a means of efficiently communicating
trends in the quality of fit versus intrinsic parameters, the two quantities lnL and Mz,∗ are
reported in Table III in [1].
Motivated by the success of this approximation, in Section 2.2.2 we also supply a quadratic
approximation to lnLmarg near its peak, under the restrictive approximation that all angular
momenta are parallel, using information from only nonprecessing simulations. Using this
quadratic approximation, we can numerically estimate lnLmarg and hence the posterior [Eq.
(2.1.5)] for arbitrary aligned-spin binaries. For any coordinate transformation z = Z(λ), we
can use suitable supplementary coordinates and direct numerical quadrature to determine the
marginal posterior density ppost(z) =
∫
ppost(λ)δ(z − Z(λ)). As shown below, this procedure
yields results comparable to LVC-PE[2] for nonprecessing binaries.
2.1.4 Are there sufficiently many and long NR simulations?
Because of finite computational resources, NR simulations of binary black holes cannot include
an arbitrary number of orbits before merger. Instead, they start at some finite initial orbital
frequency. While many NR simulations follow enough binary orbits to be compared with
GW150914 over the entire LIGO frequency band, some NR simulations miss some early-time
4We find similar results using more sophisticated nonparametric interpolation schemes. The results reported
in Table III in [1] use one-dimensional Gaussian process interpolation to determine the peak value.
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Figure 2.2: Likelihood versus mass: Examples: Raw Monte Carlo estimates
for lnLmarg(Mz) versus Mz for two nonprecessing binaries: SXS:BBH:305 (blue) and
d0_D10.52_q1.3333_a-0.25_n100 (red). To guide the eye, for each simulation we also overplot
a local quadratic fit to the results near each peak. Results were evaluated with fmin = 30 Hz;
compare to Table III in [1]. Error bars reflect the standard Monte Carlo estimate of the in-
tegral standard deviation, multiplied by 2.57 in the log to increase contrast (i.e., the nominal
99% credible interval, assuming the relative Monte Carlo errors are normally distributed). To
guide the eye, a shaded region indicates the interval of lnLmarg selected by our ansatz given
a credible interval 90% and a peak value of lnLmarg of 273; see Section 2.1 and Eq. (2.1.6).
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information. Therefore, in this section we describe a simple approximation (a low frequency
cutoff) we apply to ensure that simulations with similar physics (but different initial orbital
frequencies) lead to similar results.
At the time of GW150914, the instruments had relatively poor sensitivity to frequencies
below 30Hz and almost no sensitivity below 20Hz. For this reason, the interpretations adopted
in LVC-PE[2] adopted a low-frequency cutoff of 20Hz. Because of the large number of cycles
accumulated at low frequencies, a straightforward Fisher matrix estimate [72, 73] suggests these
low frequencies (20−30Hz) provide a nontrivial amount of information, particularly about the
binary’s total mass. Equivalently, using the techniques described in this paper, the function
lnLmarg(Mz) will have a slightly higher and narrower peak when including all frequencies than
when truncating the signal to only include frequencies above 30Hz; see PE+NR-Methods[5].
Because of limited computational resources, relatively few simulations start in a sufficiently
wide orbit such that, for Mz = 70M, their radiation in the most significant harmonics of the
orbital frequency will be at or below the lowest frequency (20Hz) adopted in LVC-PE[2]. If
fmin is the low-frequency cutoff, Mω0/m . 0.02(Mz/70M)(fmin/20Hz)(2/m), where Mω0 is
the initial orbital frequency of the simulation reported in Table II in [1], can be safely used
to analyze a signal containing a significant contribution from the mth harmonic of the orbital
frequency. Figure 2.3 shows examples of the strain in LIGO-Hanford, predicted using simu-
lations of different intrinsic duration, superimposed with lines approximately corresponding
to different gravitational wave frequencies. To facilitate an apples-to-apples comparison in-
corporating the widest range of available simulations, in this work we principally report on
comparisons calculated by adopting a low-frequency cutoff of 30Hz; see, e.g., Table III in [1].
(We also briefly report on comparisons performed using a low-frequency cutoff of 10Hz.) As
we describe in subsequent sections, while this choice of 30Hz slightly degrades our ability to
make subtle distinctions between different precessing configurations, it does not dramatically
impair our ability to reconstruct parameters of the event, given other significant degeneracies.
Even this generous low-frequency cutoff is not perfectly safe: for each simulation, a mini-
mum mass exists at which the starting gravitational wave frequency is 30Hz or larger. In the
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plots and numerical results reported here, we have eliminated simulation and mass choices that
correspond to scaling an NR simulation to a starting frequency above 30Hz. The inclusion or
suppression of these configurations does not significantly change our principal results.
This paper uses enough NR simulations to adequately sample the four-dimensional space
of nonprecessing spins, particularly for comparable masses. As described below, this high sim-
ulation density ensures we can reliably approximate the marginalized likelihood lnLmarg for
nonprecessing systems. On the other hand, the eight-dimensional parameter space of precess-
ing binaries is much more sparsely explored by the simulations available to us. But because
the reconstructed gravitational wave signals in LVC-detect[3] and LVC-PE[2] exhibit little to
no modulation, we expect that the remaining four parameters must have at best a subtle
effect on the signal: the likelihood and posterior distribution should depend only weakly on
any additional subdominant parameters. Having identified dominant trends using nonprecess-
ing simulations, we can use controlled sequences of simulations with similar parameters to
determine the residual impact of transverse spins. Even if the marginalized likelihood can-
not be safely approximated in general, a simulation’s value of lnL provides insight into the
parameters of the event.
Motivated by the parameters reported in LVC-PE[2] and our results in Table III in [1],
several followup simulations were performed to reproduce GW150914. These simulations are
responsible for most of the best-fitting aligned-spin results reported in Table III in [1].
2.1.5 Impact of instrumental uncertainty
For simplicity, our analysis does not automatically account for instrumental uncertainty (i.e., in
the detector noise power spectrum or instrument calibration), as do the methods in LVC-PE[2].
LVC-PE[2] suggests that, for the intrinsic parameters λ of interest here, the impact of these
systematic instrumental uncertainties effects are relatively small. We have repeated our anal-
ysis using two versions of the instrumental calibration; we find no significant change in our
results.
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Figure 2.3: Best-fit detector response: A plot of the detector response (strain) h(t) =
F+h+(t) + F×h×(t) evaluated at the LIGO-Hanford detector , similar to Fig. 2 in
LVC-detect[3], Fig. 6 in LVC-PE[2], and Fig. 2 in LVC-TestGR[4], evaluated using two of the
best-fitting numerical relativity simulations and total redshifted masses reported in Table III
in [1]. The redshifted massesMz and extrinsic parameters θ necessary to evaluate the detector
response have been identified using the methods used in this work and PE+NR-Methods[5],
using all l = 2 modes; a low-frequency cutoff of 30 Hz; and omitting the impact of calibra-
tion uncertainty. For comparison, the shaded region shows the 95% credible region for the
waveform reported in LVC-PE[2], an analysis which accounts for calibration uncertainties and
includes frequencies down to 20 Hz but approximates the radiation and omits higher harmon-
ics (e.g, the (2,±1) modes). To guide the eye, two vertical lines indicate the approximate time
at which the signal crosses these two gravitational wave frequency thresholds.
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2.1.6 Comparison with other methods
LVC-Burst[6] reported on direct comparisons between radiation extracted from NR simula-
tions and nonparametrically reconstructed estimates of the gravitational wave signal; see, e.g.,
their Fig. 12. Their comparisons quickly identified masses, mass ratios, and spins that were
consistent with the data. Our study, which attempts a fully Bayesian direct comparison be-
tween the data and the multimodal predictions of NR, produces results consistent with those
of LVC-Burst[6]; see, e.g., Fig. 2.4 described below.
LVC-PE[2] performed Bayesian inference on the data using semianalytic models for the
gravitational waves from a coalescing compact binary. We directly compare our posterior
distribution with that of LVC-PE[2] for the special case of aligned spins. Differences between
these posterior distributions can be due to many factors: our choice of starting frequency is
slightly higher (30Hz versus 20Hz); our approach does not account for calibration uncertainty;
and of course we employ NR instead of a semianalytic waveform model. To isolate the effects
of NR, we have repeated our analysis but with the same nonprecessing waveform model used in
LVC-PE[2] rather than with NR waveforms. Using the same input waveforms, our method and
that of LVC-PE[2] produce very similar results; see PE+NR-Methods[5] for details. To isolate
the effects of the low-frequency cutoff, we performed the nonprecessing analysis reported in
LVC-PE[2] with a low frequency cutoff of 30Hz; we found results similar to LVC-PE[2].
2.2 Results I: Pre-coalescence parameters
We present two types of results. For generic, precessing NR simulations, we evaluate the
marginalized likelihood of source parameters given the data, but because the parameter-space
coverage of NR simulations is so sparse, we do not attempt to construct an interpolant for the
likelihood as a function of source parameters. For nonprecessing sources, we construct such an
interpolant, and we compare with the results of LVC-PE[2]. Using the computed likelihoods,
we quantify whether the data are consistent with or favor a precessing source.
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- NR grid Aligned fit Overall Previously NR grid (l ≤ 3) Aligned fit (l ≤ 3) Overall (l ≤ 3)
Detector-frame initial total mass Mz(M) 65.6–77.7 67.2–77.2 65–77.7 66-75 67.1–76.8 67.2.3–77.3 67.1–77.3
Detector-frame m1,z(M) 35–45 35–45 35–45 35–45 34.5–43.9 35–45 34.5–45
Detector-frame m2,z(M) 27–36 27–36.7 27–36.7 27–36 30–37.5 28–37 28–37.5
Mass ratio 1/q 0.66–1 0.62–1 0.62–1 0.62–0.98 0.67–1 0.69–1 0.67–1
Effective spin χeff -0.3 – 0.2 -0.2 – 0.1 -0.3–0.2 -0.24–0.09 -0.24 – 0.1 -0.2–0.1 -0.24–0.1
Spin 1 a1 0–0.8 0.03–0.80 0–0.8 0.0–0.8 0–0.8 0.03–0.83 0–0.83
Spin 2 a2 0–0.8 0.07–0.91 0–0.91 0.0–0.9 0–0.8 0.11– 0.92 0–0.92
Final total mass Mf,z(M) 64.0–73.5 - 64.0–73.5 63–71 64.2–72.9 64.2–72.9
Final spin af 0.62–0.73 0.62– 0.73 0.60–0.72 0.62–0.73 0.62–0.73
Table 2.1: Constraints on Mz, q, χeff : Constraints on selected parameters of GW150914
derived by directly comparing the data to numerical relativity simulations. The first column
reports the extreme values of each parameter consistent with lnLmarg > 268.6 [Eq. (2.1.6),
with d = 4], corresponding to the black points shown in Figs. 2.4, 2.7, and 2.10. These are
computed using all the l = 2 modes of the NR waveforms. Because these extreme values are
evaluated only on a sparse discrete grid of NR simulations, this procedure can underestimate
the extent of the allowed range of each parameter. The second column reports the 90% credible
interval derived by fitting lnLmarg versus these parameters for nonprecessing binaries, to enable
interpolation between points on the discrete grid in λ; see Section 2.2.2 for details. The third
column is the union of the two intervals. For comparison, the fourth column provides the
interval reported in LVC-PE[2], including precession and systematics. The remaining three
columns show our results derived using all l ≤ 3 modes.
2.2.1 Results for generic sources, without interpolation
Because the available generic NR simulations represent only a sparse sampling of the parameter
space, for generic sources we adopt a conservative approach: we rely only on our estimates of
the marginalized likelihood lnLmarg, and we do not interpolate the likelihood between intrinsic
parameters, nor do we account for Monte Carlo uncertainty in each numerical estimate of
lnLmarg. Using the inverse χ2 distribution, we identify two thresholds in lnLmarg using Eq.
(2.1.6), one (our preferred choice) obtained by adopting d = 4 observationally accessible
parameters, and the other adopting d = 8.5 Both thresholds on lnLmarg are derived using (a)
our target credible interval (90%) and (b) the peak log likelihood attained over all simulations
[Table III in [1]]. Below, we find that the peak log likelihood over all simulations is lnLmarg =
272.5; as a result, these two thresholds are lnLmarg = 268.6 and lnLmarg = 265.8, for d = 4
and d = 8, respectively. The configurations of masses and intrinsic parameters that pass either
of these two thresholds are deemed consistent with the data. In subsequent figures, we will
5The second choice (d = 8) would be appropriate if the posterior was well-approximated by an 8-dimensional
Gaussian. The first choice (d = 4) is motivated by past parameter estimation studies when the posterior
distribution principally constrains the component masses and aligned spins.
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color these two classes of configurations in black (those configurations with lnLmarg > 268.6)
and gray (those configurations with lnLmarg > 265.8). We use this set of points in parameter
space to bound (below) the range of parameters consistent with the data.
For the progenitor black hole parameters, our results using l = 2 modes are summarized
in Figs. 2.4 and 2.8 (for generic sources), as well as by Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 (for nonprecessing
sources). For comparison, these figures also include the results obtained in LVC-PE[2], using
approximations appropriate for nonprecessing (black curves) and simply [74] precessing (blue
curves) binaries. The first column of Table 2.1 shows the one-dimensional range inferred for
each parameter by our threshold-based method, using l = 2 modes only.
Before describing our results, we first demonstrate why our strategy is effective: Figs. 2.4,
2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 show that the likelihood is smooth and slowly varying, dominated by a few key
parameters. As seen in the right panel of Fig. 2.4, even our large NR array is relatively sparse.
However, as the color scale on this and other figures indicate, the marginalized likelihood varies
smoothly with parameters, over a range of more than e100. The simplicity of lnLmarg is most
apparent using controlled one- and two-parameter subspaces; for example, Fig. 2.6 shows that
lnL (i.e., the peak of lnLmarg(Mz)) varies smoothly as a function of χ1,z, χ2,z for nonprecessing
binaries of different mass ratios q = m1/m2. Targeted NR simulations have corroborated the
simple dependence of the likelihood seen here. Despite employing simulations with two strongly
precessing spins and including higher harmonics, two factors which have been previously shown
to be able to break degeneracies [75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80], Table III in [1] reveals that simulations
with the same values of q and χeff almost always have similar values of lnL. In other words,
these two simple parameters explain most of the variation in L, even when L changes by up to
a factor of e100. Finally and critically, simulations with similar physics produce very similar
results. By adopting flow = 30Hz and thereby largely standardizing simulation duration, we
find similar values of lnL when comparing the data to simulations performed by different
groups with similar (or even identical) parameters.
Our results and that of LVC-PE[2] constrain the progenitor binary’s redshifted mass, mass
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Figure 2.4: Mass, mass ratio, and effective spin are constrained and correlated:
Colors represent the marginalized log likelihood as a function of redshifted total massMz, mass
ratio q and effective spin parameter χeff . Each point represents an NR simulation and a partic-
ular Mz. Points with 265.8 < lnLmarg < 268.6 are shown in light gray, with lnLmarg > 268.6
are shown in black, and with lnLmarg < 265.8 are shown according to the color scale on the
right (points with lnLmarg < 172 have been suppressed to increase contrast). Marginalized
likelihoods are computed using flow = 30Hz, using all l = 2 modes, and without correcting for
(small) Monte Carlo integral uncertainties. These figures include both nonprecessing and pre-
cessing simulations. For comparison, the black, blue, and green contours show estimated 90%
credible intervals, calculated assuming that the binary’s spins and orbital angular momentum
are parallel. The solid black contour corresponds to the 90% credible interval reported in
LVC-PE[2], assuming spin-orbit alignment; the solid blue contour shows the corresponding
90% interval reported using the semianalytic precessing model (IMRP) in LVC-PE[2]; the
solid green curve shows the 90% credible intervals derived using a quadratic fit to lnLmarg
for nonprecessing simulations using l = 2 modes; and the dashed green curve shows the 90%
credible intervals derived using lnLmarg from nonprecessing simulations, calculated using all
modes with l ≤ 3; see Section 2.2.2 for details. Unlike our calculations, the black and blue
contours from LVC-PE[2] account for calibration uncertainty and use a low frequency cutoff of
20 Hz. Left panel : Comparison for Mz, χeff . This figure demonstrates the strong correlation
between the total redshifted mass and spin. Right panel : Comparison for q, χeff . This figure is
consistent with the similar but simpler analysis reported in LVC-Burst[6]; see, e.g., their Fig.
12.
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ratio, and aligned effective spin χeff ; see Table 2.1. The effective spin is defined as [81, 82]
χeff = (S1/m1 + S2/m2) · Lˆ/M , (2.2.8)
For example, the color scale in Fig. 2.4 provides a graphical representation of lnL versus χeff ;
large values of |χeff | (only possible for spin-aligned systems) are inconsistent with the data.
The agreement between our results and LVC-PE[2] persists despite using a much larger simu-
lation set than those used to calibrate the models used in LVC-PE[2]; and despite employing
simulations with black hole spins that are both precessing and with magnitude significantly
outside the range χ < 0.5− 0.8 for which these models were calibrated [83, 50, 84].
The three parametersMz, q, and χeff are well-known to have a strong and tightly-correlated
impact on the gravitational wave signal and hence on implied posterior distributions [72, 73,
85, 71, 86]. Since general relativity is scale-free, the total redshifted binary mass Mz sets the
characteristic physical timescale of the coalescence. Due to strong spin-orbit coupling, aligned
spins (χeff > 0) extend the temporal duration of the inspiral [74] and coalescence of the two
black holes (e.g., the hangup effect [87]); aligned spins also increase the final black hole spin
and hence extend the duration of the post-merger quasinormal ringdown [88]. More extreme
mass ratios extend the duration of the pre-merger phase while dramatically diminishing the
amplitude and frequency of post-merger oscillations [89, 90, 51, 52]. As noted above, the data
tightly constrain one of these combinations (e.g., the total redshifted mass at fixed simulation
parameters). Hence, our ability to constrain any individual parameter Mz, q, or χeff is limited
not by the accuracy to whichMz is determined for each simulation (i.e., the width 1/
√
ΓMM ),
but rather by differences between simulations (i.e., trends in lnL versus χeff , q) which break
the degeneracy between these tightly correlated parameters.
Simulations with a variety of physics fit the data, including strongly precessing systems.
In Table III in [1], several simulations with large transverse spins but nearly zero net aligned
spin fit the data almost as well as the best-fitting nonprecessing simulations (e.g., SXS:BBH:3;
RIT simulation D10_q0.75_a-0.8_xi0_n100). As described below, Table III in [1] shows that
these and other long precessing simulations fit even better when more low-frequency content
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is included.
The correspondence between our results and those presented in LVC-PE[2] merits further
reflection: by construction our fiducial analysis (Table III in [1]) omitted nontrivial early-time
information (i.e., f < 30Hz) which, for each simulation, more tightly constrains the range of
masses that could be consistent with the data. In fact, as we show below, strong degeneracies in
the gravitational wave signal between mass, mass ratio, and spin imply that our ability to break
these degeneracies dominates our reconstruction of source parameters. Omitting information
from low frequencies marginally reduces our ability to identify the range of masses that are
consistent with the data for one simulation; however, this omission does not impair our ability
to draw conclusions overall, after accounting for uncertain spins and mass ratio.
Directly comparable to Fig. 12 in LVC-Burst[6], the right panel of Fig. 2.4 provides a
visual representation of one key correlation between q and χeff : only a narrow range of mass
ratios and aligned effective spin χeff are consistent with the data. This range includes both
nonprecessing and precessing simulations. Most other parameters have a subdominant effect.
For example, restricting attention to nonprecessing binaries for clarity, the data do not strongly
discriminate between systems with similar χeff but different χ1,z, χ2,z; see, e.g., Fig. 2.6.
2.2.2 Results for nonprecessing sources, including interpolation
Both LVC-PE[2] and our highly-ranked simulations in Table III in [1] demonstrate that binary
black holes with nonprecessing spins can reproduce GW150914. Only four parameters char-
acterize a nonprecessing binary: the two component masses m1,m2 and the components of
each BH’s dimensionless spin χi projected perpendicular to the orbital plane (χ1,z, χ2,z). Non-
precessing binary black hole coalescences have been extensively simulated [25]; see, e.g., Table
II in [1]. Several models have been developed to reproduce the leading-order gravitational
wave emission (the (l, |m|) = (2, 2) modes) [39, 40, 51, 52, 53, 54]; one, the SEOBNRv2 model
[83], is adopted as a fiducial reference by LVC-PE[2]. While this model has not been calibrated
to NR for large values of χeff and q [50], it has been shown to accurately reproduce the (2, 2)
mode from binaries with comparable mass and low spins [43, 50, 13]. Because of degeneracies,
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Figure 2.5: Distributions agree [nonprecessing case]: Comparison between the posterior
distributions reported in LVC-PE[2] for nonprecessing binaries (solid) and the posterior distri-
butions implied by a leading-order approximation to lnLmarg [Eq. (2.2.9)] derived using l ≤ 2
(dotted) and l ≤ 3 (dashed). Left panel : m1,z (black) and m2,z (red). Center panel : Mass
ratio 1/q = m2,z/m1,z. The data increasingly favor comparable-mass binaries as higher-order
harmonics are included in the analysis. Right panel : Aligned effective spin χeff . The noticeable
differences between our χeff distributions and the solid curve are also apparent in Figs. 2.7
and 2.4: our analysis favors a slightly higher effective spin.
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Figure 2.6: Likelihood versus spins: Nonprecessing: Maximum likelihood lnL (colors,
according to the colorbar on the right) as a function of spins χ1,z, χ2,z for different choices of
mass ratio 1/q, computed using all l = 2 modes. Each point represents a nonprecessing NR
simulation from Table III in [1]. To increase contrast, simulations with lnL < 171 have been
suppressed. Only simulations with fstart < 30Hz are included. Dashed lines and labels indicate
contours of constant χeff . The left two panels show that for mass ratio q ' 1, the marginalized
likelihood is approximately constant on lines of constant χeff . For more asymmetric binaries
(q = 2), the marginalized likelihood is no longer constant on lines of constant χeff . Along lines
of constant χeff and q, lnL decreases versus χ2,z
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Figure 2.7: Aligned spin components not well constrained [aligned only shown]:
Colors represent the marginalized log likelihood as a function of the aligned spin components
χ1,z and χ2,z. Each point represents an NR simulation; only nonprecessing simulations are
included. Points with 265.8 < lnL < 268.6 are shown in light gray, with lnL > 268.6 are
shown in black, and with lnL < 265.8 are shown according to the color scale on the right
(points with lnLmarg < 172 have been suppressed to increase contrast). [The quantity lnL
is the maximum value of lnLmarg with respect to mass; see Eq. (2.1.7).] Consistent with our
other results, flow = 30Hz. For comparison, the solid black contours show the 90% credible
intervals derived in LVC-PE[2], assuming spin-orbit alignment and omitting corrections for
waveform systematics. The solid and dashed green contours are the nominal 90% credible
interval derived using an approximation to our data for lnLmarg, assuming both spins are
exactly parallel to the orbital angular momentum, for l = 2 (solid) and l = 3 (dashed),
respectively; see Section 2.2.2 for more details.
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data from GW150914 do not easily distinguish between different points in parameter space
that have the same values of Mz, q, χeff ; in particular, it is difficult to individually measure
χ1,z and χ2,z when q ' 1, χeff ' 0 and χ1,z ' −χ2,z; see, e.g., [86]. Because GW150914 has
comparable masses and is oriented face-off with respect to the line of sight, even including
higher-order modes in the gravitational waveform (which we do in our approach here but is
not done for the analytic waveform models) does not strongly break these degeneracies and
allow us to distinguish individual spins.
By stitching together our fits for lnLmarg(Mz) and reconstructing the relevant parts of the
likelihood for all masses and aligned spins, we can estimate the full posterior distribution for
Mz, q, χ1,z, χ2,z using Eq. (2.1.5). Due to inevitable systematic modeling errors in the fit, as de-
scribed below, this approximation may not have the statistical purity of the method presented
in LVC-PE[2]: any credible intervals or deductions drawn from it should be interpreted with
judicious skepticism. On the other hand, this method enables the reader to recalculate the pos-
terior distribution using any prior p(λ), including astrophysically-motivated choices. Fitting to
nonprecessing simulations, we find lnLmarg for lnLmarg > 262 is reasonably well-approximated
by a quadratic function of the intrinsic parameters Mc,z = (m1,zm2,z)3/5/(m1,z + m2,z)1/5,
η = (m1,zm2,z)/(m1,z+m2,z)
2, δ = (m1,z−m2,z)/Mz, χeff , and χ− ≡ (m1,zχ1−m2,zχ2)·Lˆ/Mz:
lnLmarg ' 268.4− 1
2
(λ− λ∗)aΓab(λ− λ∗)b − Γχ−δχ−δ. (2.2.9a)
where the indices a, b run over the variables Mc,z, η, χeff , χ−. In this expression, λa represents
the vector (Mc,z, η, χeff , χ−), λ∗a corresponds to the vector (Mc,z = 31.76M, η = 0.255,
χeff = −0.037, χ− = 0) of parameters which maximize lnLmarg, and Γ is a matrix (indexed
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by Mc,z, η, χeff , χ−, δ) with numerical values
Γ =

3.75 −224.2 −52.0 0 0
−224.2 22697.2 2692 0 0
−52.0 2692. 846.9 0 0
0 0 0 2.57 −16.3
0 0 0 −16.3 0

. (2.2.9b)
Here we retain many significant digits to account for structure in Γ, which is nearly singular.
Equation (2.2.9) respects exchange symmetry m1,z, χ1 ↔ m2,z, χ2. Our results do not sensi-
tively depend on the value of Γχ−,χ− , indicating that this quantity is not strongly constrained
by the data. Conversely, the posteriors do depend on Γχ−,δ. As the contrast between the first
term in Eq. (2.2.9) and the data Table III in [1] makes immediately apparent, this coarse
approximation can differ from the simulated results by of order 1.7 in the log (rms residual).
This reflects the combined impact of Monte Carlo error, systematic error caused by too few or-
bits in some simulations, and systematic errors caused by sparse placement of NR simulations
and non-quadratic behavior of lnLmarg with respect to parameters. Repeating our calculation
while including all the l ≤ 3 modes, we find the same functional form as Eq. (2.2.9), but with a
different vector λ(3)∗,a= (Mc,z = 38.1M, η ' 0.32, χeff = 0.11, χ− = 0), and a different matrix
Γ(3) =

3.746 −235.5 −51.5 0 0
−235.5 17970 2941 0 0
−51.5 2941 833.2 0 0
0 0 0 0.57 −12.57
0 0 0 −12.57 0

. (2.2.10)
We label λ(3) and Γ(3) with a superscript “3” to distinguish this result from the corresponding
result using only l = 2 modes shown in Eq. (2.2.9).
For nonprecessing sources, using Eq. (2.1.5) and a uniform prior in χ1,z, χ2,z and the two
component masses, we can evaluate the marginal posterior probability p(z) for any intrinsic
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parameter(s) z. The two-dimensional marginal posterior probability is shown as a green solid
(l = 2) and dashed (l ≤ 3) line in Figs. 2.4 and 2.7. Both the l = 2 and l ≤ 3 two-
dimensional distributions are in reasonable agreement with the posterior distributions reported
in LVC-PE[2] for nonprecessing binaries, shown as a black curve in these figures. These
two-dimensional distributions are also consistent with the distribution of simulations with
lnLmarg > 268.6 (i.e., black points). Additionally, Figure 2.5 shows several one-dimensional
marginal probability distributions (m1,z,m2,z, q, χeff), shown as dotted (l = 2) or dashed lines
(l ≤ 3); for comparison, the solid line shows the corresponding distribution from LVC-PE[2]
for nonprecessing binaries.
Despite broad qualitative agreement, these comparisons highlight several differences be-
tween our results and LVC-PE[2], and between results including l = 2 modes and those
including all l ≤ 3 modes. For example, Figure 2.4 shows that the distribution in Mz, q, χeff ,
computed using our method (solid green lines and black points) is slightly different than the
corresponding distributions in LVC-PE[2]. As seen in this figure and in Figure 2.7, the poste-
rior distribution in LVC-PE[2] includes binaries with low effective spin, outside the support of
the distributions reported here. These differences are directly reflected in the marginal poste-
rior p(χeff) (right panel of Figure 2.5) and in Table 2.1. Our results for the component spins
χ1,z, χ2,z, the effective spin χeff , the total mass Mz, and the mass of the more massive object
m1,z do not change significantly when l = 3 modes are included. The mass ratio distribution
p(q) is also slightly different from LVC-PE[2] when l = 3 modes are included; see Figure 2.5.
Compared to prior work, this analysis favors comparable-mass binaries when higher modes
are included; see, e.g., the center panel of Figure 2.5.
The differences between the results reported here and LVC-PE[2] should be considered
in context: not only does our study employ numerical relativity without analytic waveform
models, but it also adopts a slightly different starting frequency, omits any direct treatment of
calibration uncertainty, and employs a quadratic approximation to the likelihood. That said,
comparisons conducted under similar limitations and using real data, differing only in the
underlying waveform model, reproduce results from LALInference; see PE+NR-Methods[5]
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for details.
By assuming the binaries are strictly aligned but permitting generic spin magnitudes, our
analysis (and that in LVC-PE[2]) neglects prior information that could be used to significantly
influence the posterior spin distributions. For example, the part of the posterior in the bottom
right quadrant of Figure 2.7 is unstable to large angle precession [91]: if a comparable-mass
binary formed at large separation with χ1,z > 0 and χ2,z < 0, it could not remain aligned
during the last few orbits. Likewise, the astrophysical scenarios most likely to produce strictly
aligned binaries — isolated binary evolution — are most likely to result in both χ1,z, χ2,z > 0:
both spins would be strictly and positively aligned (see, e.g, [92]). In that case, only the top
right quadrant of Figure 2.7 would be relevant. Using the analytic tools provided here, the
reader can regenerate approximate posterior distributions employing any prior assumptions,
including these two considerations.
2.2.3 Transverse and precessing spins
Figure 2.8 shows the maximum likelihood for the available NR simulations, plotted as a func-
tion of the magnitude of the aligned and transverse spin components. The figure shows that
there are both precessing and nonprecessing simulations that have large likelihoods (black
points), indicating that many precessing simulations are as consistent with the data as non-
precessing simulations. Moreover, simulations with large precessing spins are consistent with
the GW150914: many configurations have χeff ' 0 but large spins on one or both BHs in
the binary. Keeping in mind the limited range of simulations available, the magnitude and
direction of either BHs spin cannot be significantly constrained by our method.
Not all precessing simulations with suitable q, χeff are consistent with GW150914; some
have values of lnL that are not within 10 of the peak; see the right panel of Fig. 2.8) The
marginal log-likelihood lnL depends on the transverse spins, not just the dominant param-
eters (q, χeff ,Mc,z). As a concrete illustration, Figure 2.9 shows that the marginalized log
likelihood depends on the specific direction of the transverse spin, in the plane perpendicular
to the angular momentum axis. Specifically, this figure compares the peak marginalized log
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Figure 2.8: Large spins possible: Colors represent marginalized log likelihood as a function
of (−1)i+1|χi× Lˆ| and χi · Lˆ, where i = 1, 2 indexing the first and second black hole,evaluated
using each simulation’s initial conditions [Table II in [1]]; compare to the left panel of Figure
5 in LVC-PE[2]. Each simulation therefore appears twice in this figure: once on the left and
once on the right. Spin magnitudes and directions refer to the initial configuration of each
NR simulation, not to properties at a fixed reference frequency as in LVC-PE[2]. Points with
265.8 < lnL < 268.6 (cf Eq. (2.1.6)) are shown in light gray, with lnLmarg > 268.6 are shown
in black, and with lnLmarg < 265.8 are shown according to the color scale on the right. [The
quantity lnL is the maximum value of lnLmarg with respect to mass; see Eq. (2.1.7).] While
this figure was evaluated using l = 2 modes only, the corresponding figure for l ≤ 3 modes
is effectively indistinguishable. This diagram demonstrates that both black holes could have
large dimensionless spin χ. The solid black circle represents the Kerr limit |χ| = 1; to guide the
eye, the dashed circles show |χ1,2| = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8. For comparison, the blue contour shows
the corresponding 90% credible interval reported in LVC-PE[2], using spin configurations at
20Hz. The structure in this contour (e.g., the absence of support near the axis) should not
be over-interpreted: similar structure arises when reconstructing the parameters of synthetic
nonprecessing sources. Left panel : All simulations are included. Right panel : To increase
contrast only simulations with q < 2 and χeff ∈ [−0.5, 0.2] are shown; these limits are chosen
to be consistent with the two-dimensional posterior in q, χeff shown in the right panel of
Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.9: Transverse spins can influence the marginal likelihood: ∆ lnL, the differ-
ence between the computed lnL of a precessing simulation (see Eq. (2.1.7)) and the estimated
value of lnL from our fit to nonprecessing simulations, plotted as a function of an angle φ,
for two one-parameter families of simulations whose initial conditions differ only by a rotation
of the initial spins through an angle φ around the initial angular momentum axis. The color
scale indicates the value of χeff . The simulations shown have a single nonzero spin a1 = 0.8
with q = 2, from [7].
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likelihood (lnL) calculated for each simulation with the value of lnL predicted from our fit
to nonprecessing binaries. For precessing binaries, lnL is neither in perfect agreement with
the nonprecessing prediction, nor independent of rotations of the initial spins about the initial
orbital angular momentum by an angle φ.
While the transverse spins do influence the likelihood, slightly, the data do not favor any
particular precessing configurations. No precessing simulations had marginalized likelihoods
that were both significant overall and significantly above the value we predicted assuming
aligned spins. In other words, the data do not seem to favor precessing systems, when analyzed
using only information above 30 Hz.
Our inability to determine the most likely transverse spin components is expected, given
both our self-imposed restrictions (flow = 30Hz) and the a priori effects of geometry. For exam-
ple, the lack of apparent modulation in the signal reported in LVC-detect[3] and LVC-Burst[6]
points to an orientation with J parallel to the line of sight, along which precession-induced
modulations are highly suppressed. In addition, the high mass and hence extremely short ob-
servationally accessible signal above 10Hz provides relatively few cycles with which to extract
this information. The timescales involved are particularly unfavorable to attempts to extract
precession-induced modulation from the pre-merger signal: the pre-coalescence precession rate
for these sources is low (Ωp ' (2 + 3m2/m1)J/2r3 ' 2pi × 1Hz(f/40Hz)5/3 for this system,
where J is the magnitude of the total orbital angular momentum and we assume J ' L; see
[74]), implying at best two pre-merger precession cycles could be accessible from the early
signal; see LVC-PE[2]. As with the total binary mass, spin information will be accessible at
lower frequencies (i.e., between 10 − 30Hz); however, our fiducial analysis using flow = 30Hz
is not well-suited to extract it.
For a suitably-oriented source, the strongly nonlinear merger phase can in principle encode
significant information about the coalescing binary’s precessing spins. Qualitatively speak-
ing, this information is encoded in the relative amplitude and phase of subdominant quasi-
linear perturbations, causing the radiation from the final black hole to appear to precess
[65, 93]. This information also influences the final black hole mass and spin. The model used
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in LVC-PE[2] adopted a geometric ansatz to incorporate these effects at leading order, using a
lower-dimensional effective model for a single precessing spin. However, in this work, despite
including higher modes and having direct access to as-yet unmodeled effects, our analysis shows
no significant difference from the previously reported conclusions regarding the transverse spin
distribution.
The low frequency content of GW150914 may contain some further signature consistent
with two precessing spins. Simultaneously with this work, an analysis has been performed using
semianalytic models that can fully capture both spins’ dynamics LVC-SEOBNRv3[94]. Within
the context of this study, Table V in [1] shows an analysis without an artificially imposed low
frequency cutoff. As expected, the best-fitting long simulations seen in our previous report fit
equally well and agree. Notably, however, we find an increase in the marginalized likelihood for
precessing simulations like SXS:BBH:308 and D21.5_q1_a0.2_0.8_th104.4775_n100. More
broadly, when we include low-frequency content, many precessing simulations that previously
had not fit the high-frequency content as well become more significant. However, to extract
low-frequency content reliably, we will need to both hybridize these precessing simulations and
interpolate the likelihood as a function of both precessing spins. These further investigations
are beyond the scope of the present study.
2.2.4 Simulation uncertainties relatively small
In the above discussion, we have not described or propagated any systematic errors associated
with the underlying NR simulations, because the statistical uncertainties are much larger than
these systematic errors for this analysis. As a concrete example, the shaded area in Figure
2.3 represents the statistical error in a nonprecessing analysis, transformed into uncertainty
in strain. Any systematic errors in the h(t) produced by NR simulations would need to be
on the order of those shown in Figure 2.3 in order to significantly distort our interpretation
of GW150914. In contrast, the self-consistency checks and convergence tests of many NR
groups demonstrate errors in h(t) that are a few to several orders of magnitude smaller than
the statistical uncertainty represented in Figure 2.3; see Appendix A in [1] for details, and
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[29] for one salient example. In short, previous convergence studies and Figure 2.3 suggest
that statistical errors will dominate the residual impact of systematic uncertainty in each
simulation.
Several calculations bear out this broad conclusion. Our detailed results in Table III in
[1], available electronically, quantitatively suggest that simulations with similar physics pro-
duce similar results. Since our table explicitly includes results from different NR groups with
different approaches and codes, this demonstrates by selected examples that our results are
independent of implementation, algorithm, initial data, waveform extraction procedure, reso-
lution, etc. In the context of the method used in this work, PE+NR-Methods[5] will provide
a detailed analysis of the impact of several sources of numerical error, notably numerical
truncation error and waveform extraction error. A related study [95], where template-based
parameter estimation is carried on synthetic data derived from numerical relativity, also found
that simulation systematic uncertainty negligibly impact the derived posterior distribution. In
selected studies like [29] and LVC-detect[3], different NR groups’ simulations that reproduce
GW150914 agree with one another extremely well (e.g., mismatch less than 10−3 despite com-
pletely different analytical and numerical methods for initial data, evolution, and waveform
extraction).
This large body of evidence is somewhat anecdotal: we do not have a resolution study
or detailed, ready-to-use procedure to assess all possible sources of numerical error available
for every simulation in our archive. However, these and related results provide a quanti-
tative rationale for trusting these simulations’ accuracy, based on their past track record
of good performance under similar circumstances. As subsequent work will illustrate (e.g.,
PE+NR-Methods[5] and [95]), a detailed error budget and propagation analysis should not
significantly alter the conclusions of this analysis; we therefore omit them.
On a related note, the analysis reported in LVC-PE[2] employed two semianalytic models
which had been tuned to numerical relativity, using some of the simulations employed here.
So there may be concern that our agreement with LVC-PE[2] is due to the use of 41 NR
simulations in common. However, these few specific model-calibration simulations are not
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Figure 2.10: Final redshifted mass and spin: The final redshifted black hole masses Mf,z
and spins af . Each point represents an NR simulation; both nonprecessing and precessing
simulations are included. Points with 265.8 < lnLmarg < 268.6 are shown in light gray,
with lnLmarg > 268.6 are shown in black, and with lnLmarg < 265.8 are shown according
to the color scale on the right (points with lnLmarg < 172 have been suppressed to increase
contrast). For comparison, the solid black curve shows the 90% credible interval on Mf,z and
af derived in LVC-PE[2] and LVC-TestGR[4] using a spin-aligned model; the blue curve shows
the corresponding result derived from a single-spin precessing (IMRP) model.
critical to our analysis or interpretation; for example, we employ many other simulations with
similar parameters. To demonstrate the complete independence of this work from the analysis
performed in LVC-PE[2], we have repeated our calculations after removing these few model-
calibration simulations and we find no significant difference in our posterior distributions.
2.3 Results II: Strong-field properties and post-coalescence pa-
rameters
The numerical relativity simulations listed in Table II in [1] have been previously used to de-
velop accurate models for the final black hole mass and spin [96, 97, 98, 84]. The relationships
developed in [96] for nonprecessing binaries were used in LVC-PE[2] and LVC-TestGR[4] to in-
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fer the final black hole mass and spin, based on the pre-coalescence spins. By construction, this
approximation neglects the impact of transverse spins. Both this work and in LVC-PE[2] have
shown that GW150914 is consistent both with nonprecessing and precessing pre-coalescence
spins. When large, these spins are well-known to significantly impact the final black hole mass
and spin [99, 100, 101, 102, 62, 7].
With direct access to both an accurate multimodal waveform for generic precessing sys-
tems and the final black hole state, the method applied in this work is uniquely well equipped
to identify the final black hole mass and spin. Figure 2.10 shows our results. Rather than
approximate a posterior distribution — a significant challenge in 8 dimensions — we simply
report sets of points Mf,z, af corresponding to simulations and initial redshifted masses Mz so
lnLmarg(Mz) is greater than some cutoff. When we include only nonprecessing simulations,
we find results consistent with the reported values in LVC-PE[2] and LVC-TestGR[4]. While
many simulations listed in Table III in [1] have some transverse spin, many also have zero
transverse spin, so overall the transverse spin distribution of our simulations is more con-
centrated towards zero than the prior adopted in LVC-PE[2]. Given the excellent agreement
between our results and LVC-PE[2] for pre-coalescence parameters, particularly in the subset
of spin-aligned binaries, we cannot identify any nonzero difference for final parameters that is
introduced by our methodology (e.g. our restriction to flow = 30Hz).
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3.0.1 Preamble
In the previous chapter, we applied our method to the interpretation of real GW data. In
this chapter, we provide a set of detailed technical validation calculations to characterize how
reliable this method should be. We provide descriptions of diagnostics that we use to assess
the systematic error introduced by the steps in our method. We then systematically use our
diagnostic tools to quantify the errors and assess the magnitude of their impact on the final
results. After a brief summary on the advantages of using NR directly, we present 3 end-to-end
studies of our parameter estimation method using data from synthetic sources. We first use
a zero spin q=1.0 NR simulation to show that the method recovers the parameters for the
most basic of sources. We then run a full parameter estimation study on an aligned synthetic
GW150914-like source. Like the real event, these simulations are dominated by the merger and
final state due to their short duration. For this same reason, we present a final end-to-end run
with a precessing source. Even though we only include our nonprecessing systems to evaluate
the marginal posterior probability, the short duration allow us to construct the posterior and
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recover the parameters. In short, this chapter is needed to explain why previous chapter can
be trusted. Throughout this chapter, we will refer to the log likelihood produced by our ILE
runs as a whole and the peak log likelihood value of each run. We will refer to the curve as a
whole with cursive font lnL = lnLmarg(M), and we will refer to the peak value of a give run
with the regular font lnL.
Unless otherwise explicit specified, we use only the l = 2 modes and use sources and
templates with an inclination of ı = 0.785, a total mass M = 70M⊙. Specifically for the
templates, we use a fmin = 30Hz unless said otherwise. All ILE runs (single runs as well as
end-to-end runs) use a early O1 PSD found in [2].
3.1 NR simulations and Extraction method
3.1.1 NR simulations used
In this chapter, we a subset of our NR simulation template bank from the previous chapter. We
added a few more simulations from SXS to bring our total amount to 313. From the RIT group,
we add a few more simulations to bring the total contribution up to 407. We use a subset of the
simulations from the GT group provided in the previous chapter, a total of 282 simulations.
Including all the contributions from these three groups, we have a total NR template bank of
1002 simulations. Figure 3.1 shows all the NR simulations in the 2D parameter space of χeff ,
as defined in Eq. 2.2.8, vs 1/q i.e. the mass ratio. All these simulations have already been
published and were produced by one of three familiar procedures, see Appendix A in [1] for
more details for each particular group.
From these simulations, we selected 13 simulations to focus on as candidate synthetic
sources. Table 3.1 shows the specific simulations used, specifying the mass ratio (q > 0),
component spins of each BH, and total mass. To simplify the process of referring to these
heterogeneous simulations, in the last column we assign a shorthand label to each one. These
candidates have a variety of mass ratios and spins including zero, aligned, and precessing
systems from different NR groups. In many of the validation studies, RIT-1a is used; this
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Group Param M/M⊙ q s1,x s1,y s1,z s2,x s2,y s2,z Label
Sequence-RIT-Generic D12.25_q0.82_a-0.44_0.33_n120 70 1.22 - - 0.330 - - -0.440 RIT-1a
Sequence-RIT-Generic D12.25_q0.82_a-0.44_0.33_n110 70 1.22 - - 0.330 - - -0.440 RIT-1b
Sequence-RIT-Generic D12.25_q0.82_a-0.44_0.33_n100 70 1.22 - - 0.330 - - -0.440 RIT-1c
Sequence-RIT-Generic DD_D10.99_q2.00_a-0.8_n100 70 2.0 - - -0.801 - - -0.801 RIT-2
Sequence-RIT-Generic U0_D9.53_q1.00_a0.0_n100 70 1.0 - - - - - - RIT-3
Sequence-RIT-Generic D21.5_q1_a0.2_0.8_th104.4775_n100 70 1.0 - - 0.200 0.775 0 -0.200 RIT-4
Sequence-SXS-All 1 70 1.0 - - - - - - SXS-1
Sequence-SXS-All Ossokine_0233 70 1.23 - - 0.320 - - -0.580 SXS-0233
Sequence-SXS-All Ossokine_0234v2 70 1.23 0.0943 0.0564 0.322 0.266 0.213 -0.576 SXS-0234v2
Sequence-SXS-All 31 70 3.0 - - 0.500 - - - SXS-31
Sequence-SXS-All 15 70 1.5 0.487 0.110 0.001 - - - SXS-15
Sequence-SXS-All 24 70 1.5 0.496 0.051 -0.001 -0.077 0.489 0.002 SXS-24
Sequence-SXS-All 42 70 3.0 0.249 0.040 -0.431 - - - SXS-42
Sequence-SXS-All 49 70 3.0 0.494 0.073 0.001 -0.0001 -0.008 0.499 SXS-49
Sequence-SXS-All BBH_SKS_d14.3_q1.22_sA_0_0_0.330_sB_0_0_-0.440 70 1.22 - - 0.330 - - -0.440 SXS-EL
Table 3.1: Synthetic sources: A list of the synthetic sources used in our mismatch studies
and end-to-end runs. These are done at different inclinations and with higher harmonics.
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Figure 3.1: NR template bank: Here presents all the simulations used by ILE. The 2D
parameter space is mass ratio and a dimensionless combination of the spins, see Eq 2.2.8. Our
bank has a wide range of masses and spins that, along with our interpolation, allows us to
explore much of parameter space.
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is a GW150914-like simulations with comparable masses and anti-aligned spin. We use this
simulation for its relative simplicity (higher harmonics start to become important at our total
mass) and to relate it to our similar work done on the real event GW150914.
3.1.2 Extracting asymptotic strain from ψ4(r, t)
From our large and heterogeneous set of simulations, we need to consistently and reproducibly
estimate rhlm(t). Many general methods for strain estimation exist; see the review in [103].
The method adopted here must be robust, using the minimal subset of all groups’ output;
function with all simulations, precessing or not; and rely on only knowledge of asymptotic
properties, not (gauge-dependent) information about dynamics. For these reasons, we imple-
mented our own strain reconstruction and extrapolation algorithm, which as input requires
only ψ4,lm(t) on some (known) code extraction radius. This method combines two standard
tools – perturbative extrapolation [104] and the fixed-frequency integration method [105] –
into a single step.
Specifically, we extract rh(t) at infinity from ψ4(r, t) at finite radius using a perturbative
extrapolation technique based on Eq. (29) in [104], implemented in the fourier domain and
using a low-frequency cutoff [105]. Specifically, if fmin is identified as the minimum frequency
content for the mode, we construct the gravitational wave strain from ψ4 at a single finite
radius from
rh˜lm(f) =
ψ˜4,lm
(iω)2
(1− 2M/r)[1− (`− 1)(`+ 2)
2r
1
iω
+
(`− 1)(`+ 2)(`2 + `− 4)
8r2
1
(iω)2
]
+
ψ˜4,l+1,m
(iω)2
2ia
(`+ 1)2
√
(`+ 3)(`− 1)(`+m+ 1)(`−m+ 1)
(2l + 1)(2l + 3)
[iω − `(`+ 3)
r
]
− ψ˜4,l−1,m
(iω)2
2ia
(`)2
√
(`+ 1)(`− 2)(`+m)(`−m)
(2l − 1)(2l + 1) [iω −
(`− 2)(`+ 1)
r
] (3.1.1)
where the effective frequency is implemented as
iω = i2pisign(f)max(|f |, fmin) (3.1.2)
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and where a is an estimate for the final black hole spin. This method nominally introduces an
obvious obstacle to practical calculation: the last two terms are manifestly require an estimate
of a and are tied to a frame in which the final black hole spin is aligned with our coordinate
axis. In practice, the two spin-dependent terms are small and can be safely omitted in most
practical calculations; moreover, each group provides a suitable estimate for the final state.
We will clearly indicate when these terms are incorporated into our analysis in subsequent
discussion.
When implementing this procedure numerically, we first clean ψ4,lm using pre-identified
simulation-specific criteria to eliminate junk radiation at early and late times, tapering the
start and end of the signal to avoid introducing discontinuities. For example, for many sim-
ulations and for all modes, any content in ψ4,lm prior to t <= r + t0 was set to zero, for
some suitable t0 (fixed for all modes); subsequently, to eliminate the discontinuity this choice
introduces, each mode was multiplied by a Tukey window chosen to cover 5% of the remaining
waveform duration. Similarly, all data after a mode-dependent time te was set to zero, where
the time te was identified via the first time (after the time where |ψ4,22| is largest) where
r|ψ4,lm| fell below a fixed, mode-independent threshold. To smooth discontinuity, a cosine
taper was applied at the end, with duration the larger of either 15 M or 10% of the remaining
post-coalescence duration, whichever is larger.
The Fourier transform implementation includes additional interpolation/resampling and
padding. First, particularly to enable nonuniform timesampling, each mode is interpolated
and resampled to a uniform grid, with spacing set by the timesampling rate of the underlying
simulation. In carrying out this resampling, the waveform is padded to cover a duration
2T + 100M , where T is the remaining duration of the (2,2) mode after the truncation steps
identified above. To simplify subsequent visual interpretation and investigation, the padding
is aligned such that the peak of the (2,2) mode occurs near the center of the interval (t = 0).
Finally, the characteristic frequency Mfmin is identified from the starting frequency of
each ψ4,lm. In cases where the starting frequency cannot be reliably identified (e.g., due to
lack of resolution), the frequency is estimated from the minimum frequency of the 22 mode
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as |m|fmin,(2,2)/2.1 In Section 3.3.2 we will demonstrate the reliability of this procedure to
extract h(t) from ψ4.
3.2 Diagnostics
We have described a rapid parameter estimation method that directly compares NR simula-
tions to the data. Many steps in this procedure (e.g. the numerical simulations’ resolution;
waveform extraction; finite duration; Monte Carlo integration error; the finite, discrete, and
sparsely spaced simulation grid; and our fit to it) will introduce errors into our inferred pos-
terior distribution. In the following sections, we describe tools to characterize the magnitude
and effect of these systematic errors. We accomplish this by match studies and single runs
of ILE as described in the following subsections. We connect errors between these two diag-
nostics by plotting the PDFs based on the fits from our lnL results. We quantify the errors
between these two diagnostics by calculating the KL Divergence (DKL), which is a number
that tells how equivalent two probability distributions are, and confidence intervals (CI) to the
corresponding PDFs. Our goal is to show that the error due to certain effects are insignificant
or easily quantified. Here we describe the diagnostics, the accuracy requirement of this study,
and a few examples of waveforms that are significantly different from each other. These are
intended to be cases of extreme comparison and therefore illustrate how a significant error
would propagate into our diagnostics.
3.2.1 Inner products between waveforms: the mismatch
The following is a brief description of the match calculations use to compare two waveforms;
a similar discussion can be found in [78]. We start with the log likelihood for a single detector
from Eq. 2.1.7 setting d to h0 = h(t, λ0) and h(λ, θ) = h:
1This fallback approximation is not always appropriate for strongly precessing systems. However, for
strongly precessing systems, the relevant starting frequency can be easily identified.
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lnL = −1
2
{〈h− h0|h− h0〉 − 〈h0|h0〉}
= −1
2
{〈h|h〉 − 2〈h0|h〉}.
(3.2.3)
Again 〈a|b〉 is the complex overlap (inner product) between two waveforms for a single detector
as shown in Eq 2.1.2. Eq 3.2.3 is slightly different than the the likelihood obtained in Eq. 17
of [78] by an overall constant. What we use, described in [71], is the likelihood ratio (divided
by the likelihood of zero signal). If we add this constant back into the equation, we recover
Eq. 17 from [78]:
lnL = −1
2
{〈h0|h0〉+ 〈h|h〉 − 2〈h0|h〉} (3.2.4)
As noted in [78], a change of the polarization angle ψ corresponds to a rotation of the argument
of the complex strain function, h(ψ) = e−2iψh(ψ = 0). This makes the overlap purely real to
find the value of ψ, and the value of the complex overlap maximized over polarization angle
maxψ〈h0|h〉 = |〈h0|h〉|. (3.2.5)
By defining the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) to be ρ2 = 〈h0|h0〉 = 〈h|h〉 and defining an
ambiguity function to be
P (h0, h) ≡ maxψ |〈h0|h〉|√〈h0|h0〉〈h|h〉 , (3.2.6)
We can rewrite Eq. 3.2.4 in terms of SNR and the ambiguity function:
lnL = −ρ2(1− P ). (3.2.7)
The likelihood also depends on the event time; we can maximize over event time by finding
the time for the maximum likelihood. We define the match as the maximum overlap needed
to compute the maximum likelihood:
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P (h0, h) ≡ maxψ,tevent
|〈h0|h〉|√〈h0|h0〉〈h|h〉 . (3.2.8)
In the rest of this paper, we will use mismatchM between waveforms:
M(h0, h) = 1− P (h0, h). (3.2.9)
Substituting into Eq 3.2.7 we get
lnL = −ρ2M. (3.2.10)
For a given value for the log likelihood, the accuracy requirement for two waveforms depends
on the ρ2:
M≤ 1
ρ2
. (3.2.11)
The black curve in the bottom panel of Figure 3.3 represents a typical match curve. In this
particular case, we calculate the match of two identical waveforms from the RIT-1a simulation:
one set at a fixed total mass M = 70M⊙ while the other changes over a given mass range. As
the reader will see in subsequent sections, we can also calculate the match as of function of
particular properties of NR simulations to see how much error is introduced, see Section 3.3.
The implications of a high mismatch can be clearly seen in the 1D posterior distributions
derived from the fit of lnLmarg(M) from a particular ILE run as shown in Figure 3.4 and
Figure 3.6. Based on the work in [106] for estimating parameter errors due to mismatch, we
expect the parameter error will be a significant fraction of the statistical error. Using the
notation above, approximating P ' 1− 12 Γ¯xxδx2 for some nominal perturbed parameter x, we
estimate the statistical error to be σx,stat ' 1/ρ
√
Γxx. Conversely, balancing mismatch and
parameter biases, similar changes in likelihood occur when
δx ' 1
Γ¯
1/2
xx
M1/2. (3.2.12)
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Again this argument is a highly simplified form of the parameter bias argument in [106].
This implies a high mismatch causes a deviation in the lnLmarg(M) curve as well as its
corresponding PDF. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show a comparison between two waveforms
from RIT-1a and RIT-2. With significantly different parameters (see Table 3.1), the mismatch
is significantly higher. This causes a radical shift in the lnLmarg(M) result as well as its PDF
as shown in Figure 3.4.
3.2.2 Marginalized likelihood versus mass
One simple diagnostic is the result lnLmarg(M) as a function of mass, for a single simulation,
on some reference data (e.g., the simulation itself, or a signal with comparable physical origin).
This function depends on part (only l = 2 modes) of the NR radiation and the data; therefore,
it allows us to test all of the quantities that influence our principal result directly including
NR resolution extraction, etc. as described below. Figure 3.2 shows a null example run with
RIT-1a, a GW150914-like simulation, as a source compared against itself. As previous work
from both real LIGO and synthetic data has suggested, lnL(M) can be well-approximated by
a locally quadratic fit.
We now need to introduce an obserationally-motivated diagnostic to quantitatively assess
whether two given versions of lnL(M) are demonstrably different. Motivated by the applica-
tions we perform, when comparing pairs of results of this kind, we translate lnL(M) into a
probability distribution (i.e., assuming all other parameters are fixed):
pc(M) =
1∫
dMelnL
elnL (3.2.13)
In practice, this distribution is always extremely well approximated by a gaussian, so we can
further simplify by characterizing any 1d distribution by its mean M∗ and variance 1/ΓMM =
σ2∗. Using this ansatz, we can therefore define a quantity to assess the difference between any
pair of results for lnL(M) – for example, the KL divergence between these two approximately-
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Figure 3.2: A null example of ILE comparing a source to itself : The top panel is a
single lnLmarg(M) with RIT-1a as a source compared to itself with total mass M = 70M⊙,
fmin = 30Hz, and an inclination ı = 0.785. Using to the notation in Eq. 3.2.6, we assign the
RIT-1a waveform to h0 = hRIT−1a(source) and again the RIT-1a waveform to h = hRIT−1a
(template). This plot can be seen in any of the following examples as the black curve (bottom
panels from Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5. We fit a local quadratic to lnLmarg(M) from which
we get error bars for the fit coefficients; see Eq. (3.2.16). We then can then generate random
samples from the distributions and get a sense of the statistical error due to Monte Carlo
integration. The bottom panel shows five 1D samples of this distribution derived from the fit
to the lnLmarg results (see Eq. 3.2.13). The impact of Monte Carlo error is manifestly much
smaller than the statistical uncertainty, and has little relevance for observational results.
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normal distributions:
DKL(p∗|p) =
∫
dxp(x) ln p(x)/p∗(x) = ln
σ
σ∗
− 1
2
+
(x¯− x¯∗)2 + σ2∗
2σ2
(3.2.14)
Moreover, we can quickly and transparently assess the qualitative impact of any differences,
for example on the 1d PDF pc(M) and on the 1d 90% confidence intervals derived from it.
3.2.3 Example 0: Null test/Impact of Monte Carlo Error
To illustrate the use of these diagnostics, we first apply them to the special case where
the data contains the response due to a known source. In this case, by construction, the
match will be unity when using the same parameters; however, following a similar proce-
dure to that we would apply if we didn’t know the source mass, we can also plot the match
〈hA(M)|hA(M∗)〉 /||hA(M)||||hA(M∗)||. Referring to the notation in Eq. 3.2.6, we assign the
RIT-1a waveform to h0 = hRIT−1a(source) and again the RIT-1a waveform to h = hRIT−1a
(template). This plot can be seen in any of the following examples as the black curve (bottom
panels from Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5). It has a peak value of unity (not plotted) and rapidly
falls as one moves away from the mass corresponding to the peak match value. The top panel
of Figure 3.2 shows the log likelihood lnLmarg provided by ILE as a function of mass. From
here we fit a local quadratic to the lnLmarg close to the peak. Using the fit, we generate five
random samples and use them for subsequent calculations (i.e. 1D distributions). We derived
a 1D distribution using 3.2.13.
First and foremost, these figures illustrate the relationships between the three diagnostics.
As suggested by Eq. 3.2.10, the match and log likelihood lnLmarg are nearly proportional, up
to an overall constant. Second, as required by Eq. 3.2.13, the one-dimensional posterior is
proportional to Lmarg. This visual illustration corroborates our earlier claim, implicit in the
top panel of Figure 3.2: only the part of lnLmarg within a few of its the peak value contributes
in any way to the posterior distribution and to any conclusions drawn from it (e.g., the 90%
confidence interval).
Each evaluation of the Monte Carlo integral has limited accuracy, as indicated in Figure
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sample DKL CI (90%)
1 0 (68.71 - 71.66)
2 2.5e-4 (68.71 - 71.68
3 1.2e-4 (68.71 - 71.68)
4 7.2e-4 (68.71 - 71.67)
5 2.3e-4 (68.70 - 71.68)
Table 3.2: KL Divergence and 90% confidence intervals between different samples
from the null test fit: This table shows the DKL and 90% confidence intervals for five
different sample PDFs. The DKL was calculated comparing the 1D distributions to the first
sample (i.e. DKL for sample 1 is zero). The confidence intervals also given to show the change
between them. Based on the DKL results, the 1D distributions are the same distribution.
3.2. By taking advantage of many evaluations of this integral, we dramatically reduce the
overall error in the fit. To estimate the impact of this uncertainty, we use standard frequentist
polynomial fitting techniques [107] to estimate the best fit parameters and their uncertainties
(i.e., of a quadratic approximation to lnL near the peak): if lnLmarg =
∑
α λαFα(Mz) and
γkk = 1/σ
2
k is an inverse covariance matrix characterizing our measurement errors, then the
best-fit estimate for lnLmarg and its variance is
lnLmarg,est = F (F TγF )−1γy (3.2.15)
Σ(x) = Fα(x)[(F
TγF )−1]αβFβ(x) (3.2.16)
where y is an array representing the lnLmarg estimates at the data points and F is a matrix
representing the values of the basis functions on the data points: Fα(xk). The top panel of
Figure 3.2 shows the 90% confidence interval derived from this fit, assuming gaussian errors.
To translate these uncertainties into changes in the one-dimensional posterior distribution
pc, we generate random draws from the corresponding approximately multinomial distribution
for fit parameters; and thereby generate random samples and hence one-dimensional distribu-
tions for pc(M) consistent with different realizations of the Monte Carlo errors. The bottom
panel of Figure 3.2 shows five random samples from the fit in the top panel. This figure
demonstrates this level of Monte Carlo error, by design, has negligible impact on the posterior
distribution. To better quantify this, we calculate the KL Divergence from Eq. 3.2.14. We
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found all the values for the DKL were of order 10−4, see Table 3.2 for more details on DKL and
CI In Section 3.3.1, we further verify this conclusion by repeating our analysis many times,
see Section 3.3.1.
3.2.4 Example 1: Two NR simulations with different parameters/Illustrat-
ing how sensitively parameters can be measured
In this example we compare two NR simulations with significantly different parameters to
demonstrate how our diagnostics handle waveforms of extreme contrast. The two NR simula-
tions used are RIT-1a and RIT-2. As shown in Table 3.1, these simulations are both aligned
spin with different magnitudes with q = 1.22 and q = 2.0 respectively. To illustrate the ex-
treme differences between the radiation from these two systems, the top panel of Figure 3.3
shows the two simulations’ results for rh(t).
Our three diagnostics equally reveal the substantial differences between these two signals.
To be concrete, since these diagnostics treat data and models asymmetrically, in these applica-
tions we operate on synthetic data containing RIT-1a with inclination pi/4. First, the bottom
panel of Figure 3.3 shows the results of calculating the match. The black curve is the same
null test match calculation as in the bottom panel of Figure 3.5: it has a narrow minimum (of
zero) at the true binary mass (70M). By contrast, in the red curve we calculate the match
while holding RIT-2 at a fixed mass and changing the mass of RIT-1a. Using the notation
in Eq. 3.2.6, we assign the RIT-2 waveform to h0 = hRIT−2(fixed mass at M = 70M⊙) and
the RIT-1a waveform to h = hRIT−1a(changing mass). In this case, the match does not reach
unity, differing by a few percent, while the peak value occurs at significantly offset parameters
(here, in total mass). Second, the top panel of Figure 3.4 shows the results for lnLmarg(M),
using these two NR models to look at the same stretch of synthetic data, including our local
quadratic fit to it. Third, the bottom panel of Figure 3.4 shows the implied one-dimensional
posterior distribution derived from our fit. There is a clear shift in total mass with the null
test again peaking around 70M⊙ and this example’s peak around 50M⊙. There are also
orders of magnitude difference between the lnL of the two ILE runs. These diagnostics show
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Figure 3.3: Example 1-Differences in two NR simulations with different parameters: The
top panel shows two waveforms of RIT-1a and RIT-2; both have aligned spin with q = 1.22 and
q = 2.0 respectively. Because of their different parameters, the contrast between the two waveforms is
drastic. The bottom panel shows the match between the two waveforms as a function of total mass.
The red curve has RIT-2 set at M=70 M⊙ while RIT-1a has a changing mass between 10-200 M⊙;
both waveforms had an inclination ı = 0.785. Using the notation in Eq. 3.2.6, we assign the RIT-2
waveform to h0 = hRIT−2 (fixed mass at M = 70M⊙) and the RIT-1a waveform to h = hRIT−1a
(changing mass). The black curve is the same null test as in the bottom panel of Figure 3.3: RIT-1a
set at M=70 M⊙ while RIT-1a has a changing mass between 10-200 M⊙; both waveforms had an
inclination ı = 0.785. Using the notation in Eq. 3.2.6, we assign the RIT-1a waveform to h0 = hRIT−1a
(fixed mass at M = 70M⊙) and the RIT-1a waveform to h = hRIT−1a (changing mass).
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Figure 3.4: Example 1-Corresponding ILE and 1D distributions for the NR simu-
lations: The top panel shows ILE runs for the waveforms from Figure 3.5 where we compare
the two sources: RIT-1a (black) and RIT-2 template (red) to the same RIT-1a template. Each
source was fixed at a M = 70M⊙ and ı = 0.785. For all comparisons, we use a fmin = 30Hz.
The bottom panel shows the the corresponding PDFs of the fits to the ILE runs, see Eq.
3.2.13. Both panels shows the extreme differences between these two waveforms. As we would
expect using Eq. 3.2.12, the high mismatch causes a drastic shift along the total mass relative
to the null test curve. As we would also expect, the lnL differ by M∼ 20M⊙.
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ILE run (source/template) DKL CI (90%)
RIT-1a/RIT-1a 0.0 (68.8 - 71.4)
RIT-2/RIT-1s 288.8 (49.3 - 52.0)
Table 3.3: KL Divergence and 90% confidence intervals between two NR simula-
tions with different parameters: This table shows the DKL and 90% confidence intervals
between: RIT-1a/RIT-1a and RIT-1a/RIT-2. The DKL was calculated comparing the 1D
distributions to RIT-1a/RIT-1a distribution (notice its DKL is zero i.e. they’re identical).
The confidence intervals also given to show the difference between thee two distributions.
something that could be seen just by looking at the waveforms; however, we now have some
idea on how major differences propagate through our diagnostics and how the error in each
diagnostic relate to each other. For completeness, we also include the DKL and CI for these
two waveforms in Table 3.3. The DKL as well as the CI between these two waveforms clearly
quantifies just how different these waveforms are.
Finally, to conclude, the parameter shift seen above is roughly consistent in magnitude
with what we would expect for such an extreme mismatch error, given the SNR and match:
we expect using Eq. (3.2.12) δM ' σMρM1/2 ' 5σM ' 5M (using M = 6 × 10−2, ρ = 20
and σM = 1.1M), or a shift in best fit of several standard deviations and many solar masses.
While noticeably smaller than our actual best-fit shift, our result from Eq. (3.2.12) provides
a valuable sense of the order-of-magnitude biases incurred by specific level of mismatch in
general. Moreover, this example is a concrete illustration of the critical need to haveM≤ 1/ρ2
to insure that any systematic parameter biases are small and under control.
3.2.5 Example 2: Different physics: SEOB vs NR/Illustrating the value of
numerical relativity
Several studies have previously demonstrated the critical need for numerical relativity, since
even the best models do not yet capture all available physics [29, 50]. We compare an analytic
model with NR to illustrate the differences between them in the context of the diagnostics
used here. In this particular example, we use NR simulation RIT-1a (see Table 3.1). For our
analytical model, we use the Effective-One-Body model with spin (SEOBNRv2), described in
[83], which was was one of the models used in the parameter estimation of GW150914 [108],
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Figure 3.5: Example 2 - Differences in SEOB and NR waveforms that have the same
parameters: The top panel shows two waveforms of RIT-1a and SEOBNRv2 with similar param-
eters. Even though this SEOBNRv2 waveform has the same intrinsic parameters, visual differences
are evident. The bottom panel shows two different match calculations between the two waveforms
as a function of total mass. The blue curve has the SEOBNRv2 waveform set at M=70 M⊙ while
RIT-1a has a changing mass between 10-200 M⊙. Using the notation in Eq. 3.2.6, we assign the
SEOBNRv2 waveform to h0 = hSEOBNRv2 (fixed mass at M = 70M⊙) and the RIT-1a waveform to
h = hRIT−1a (changing mass). The black curve is the null test from Section 3.2.3: RIT-1a at fixed
M=70 M⊙ compared to itself with changing mass between 10-200 M⊙. The blue curve comparing
these two different waveforms stagnates at a log of the mismatch of -2.4. This introduces a nontrivial
amount of statistical error according to Eq. 3.2.10. The change in total mass, see Eq. (3.2.12), can be
seen most prevalent at the minimum mismatch.
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Figure 3.6: Example 2 - Differences in SEOB and NR as the source and the template:
The top panel shows the ILE results for the waveforms from the top pane of Figure 3.5 where
we compare the null example (NR source compared to same NR template) from Section 3.2.3
(black), the SEOBNRv2 source to a SEOBNRv2 template (red), the SEOBNRv2 source to a
NR (RIT-1a) template (blue), and the NR (RIT-1a) source to a SEOBNRv2 template (cyan).
Each source was fixed at a M = 70M⊙ and ı = 0.785. For all comparisons, we use a
fmin = 30Hz. The bottom panel shows the corresponding PDFs to the fits of the ILE runs
(see Eq. 3.2.13). Even though it is evident in both panels, the PDFs show a clear change
along the total mass for SEOBNRv2 sources. As we would expect, the null example has the
highest lnL with with a corresponding total mass ∼ 70M⊙. The NR/SEOBNRv2 template
curve correctly finds the total mass ∼70M⊙;however, the lnL is orders of magnitudes different
than the null example. The differences between NR simulations and the SEOBNRv2 model is
significant and will introduce nontrivial error into the parameter estimation.
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and which was recently compared to this simulation [29]. The top panel of Figure 3.3 show the
time-domain strains from the NR simulation and SEOBNRv2 with the same parameters. To
better understand the visual difference in the two waveforms, we use the diagnostics described
earlier on these two waveforms.
The match between these two waveforms was calculated as a function of total mass. In
the bottom panel of Figure 3.5, we hold the SEOBNRv2 waveform at a fixed mass while
changing the mass of the NR waveform, shown in blue. Referring to the notation in Eq.
3.2.6, we assign the SEOBNRv2 waveform to h0 = hSEOBNRv2 and the RIT-1a waveform
to h = hRIT−1a. For comparison, a match calculation was done with the null test from
Section 3.2.3 (RIT-1a compared to itself). One major differences between the two curves is
the minimum mismatch. The mismatch of the null test approaches zero while the blue curve
stagnates at a few 10−3. Using Eq. 3.2.11, this suggests the best match between SEOBNRv2
and NR could still introduce significant error into our parameter estimation. As mentioned
earlier a high mismatch yields a high change in total mass, see Eq. 3.2.12.
To better understand how this error manifest itself in parameter estimation, we run 4
difference single runs of ILE ; we run: the null test: a NR source compared to same NR
template (black), the SEOBNRv2 source compared to a SEOBNRv2 template (red), the NR
source compared to a SEOBNRv2 template (cyan), and the SEOBNRv2 source compared to
a NR template (blue), see the top panel of Figure 3.6. To get a better sense of the differences
between the 4 curves, the 1D posterior distributions were derived using Eq. 3.2.13, see the
bottom panel of Figure 3.6. As we would expect, the NR/NR case has the highest lnL with a
peak near the true total mass 70M⊙. The NR/SEOB case also produced a peak near 70M⊙;
however, the lnLmarg is orders of magnitude lower, which translates to a lower likelihood that
this was in fact the correct template. The two runs using SEOB as the source produced a
change in the total mass. The blue curve here corresponds to the blue match curve in the
bottom panel of Figure 3.5, which ends up producing the biggest shift along total mass. Based
on their 1D distributions, it is clear that these curves are different. Based on calculations using
Eq. 3.2.12, we expect the change in mass location of order unity holding all other things equal.
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ILE configuration (source/template) DKL CI (90%)
SEOB/SEOB 0.086 (69.2 - 72.1)
SEOB/RIT-1a 0.25 (69.4 - 72.4)
RIT-1a/RIT-1a 0 (68.8 - 71.8)
RIT-1a/SEOB 0.050 (68.5 - 71.5)
Table 3.4: KL Divergence and 90% confidence intervals between SEOB and NR:
This table shows the DKL and 90% confidence intervals for the four different configurations
using SEOBNRv2 and NR as sources and templates. The DKL was calculated comparing
the 1D distributions to the NR/NR case (notice its DKL is zero i.e. they’re identical). The
confidence intervals also given to show the change between them. Based on the DKL results,
the 1D posteriors are not the same distribution.
Finally, we use this natural and signifcant case to provide a sense of scale for our two simplest
and most quantitative diagnostics: the KL divergence and the change in the 90% 1d CI for
mass. Table 3.4 shows the possible four configurations and the corresponding DKL and 90%
CI. The DKL was always calculated by comparing one of them to the NR/NR case. The
differences between the waveforms are now clearly quantified. These 1D distributions are
clearly different; therefore, using SEOB in place of NR introduces errors. I emphasize that
this error exists even without higher modes, whose neglect will only exacerbate the bias.
3.2.6 Example 3: Signal duration and cutoff frequency/Illustrating the
impact of simulation duration with SEOB
Numerical relativity simulations have finite duration. Until hybrids are ubiquitously available,
these finite duration cutoffs will impair the utility of direct comparison between data and
multimodal NR simulations. To assess this impact of finite simulation duration, we adopt a
contrived but easily-controlled approach, using an analytic model where we can freely adjust
signal duration. While our specific numerical conclusions depend on the noise power spectrum
adopted, as it sets the required low-frequency cutoff, the general principles remain true for
advanced instruments.
In this example, we plot ILE results for a fiducial SEOBNRv2 source versus itself using
different choices for the low-frequency cutoff in ILE (and, equivalently, different initial orbital
frequencies for the binary). The top panel of Figure 3.7 shows lnL versus M . In this figure,
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Figure 3.7: Example 3-SEOBNRv2 source compared to SEOBNRv2 templates with
different frequency cutoffs: The top panel shows single ILE runs with of a SEOBNRv2
source that has the same parameters as RIT-1a with a set signal duration of 5Hz, a inclination
ı = 0.785, and total mass M = 70M⊙ compared to identical SEOBNRv2 templates except
with fmin = 10Hz (brown), fmin = 20Hz (green), fmin = 30Hz (red), and fmin = 40Hz
(magenta). The bottom panel shows the corresponding PDFs derived from the fits of the ILE
runs (see Eq. 3.2.13). As you increase the low frequency cutoff, the lnL decreases a significant
amount as well as changing the shape of the quadratic. Similar trends can also be seen in the
PDFs.
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fmin for ILE run (Hz) DKL CI (90%)
10 0.0 (69.2 - 71.1)
20 1.3e-3 (69.2 - 71.1)
30 0.62 (69.2 - 72.1)
40 7.1 (69.2 - 74.6)
Table 3.5: KL Divergence and 90% confidence intervals of PDFs derived from SEOB
sources with different low frequency cutoffs: This table shows the DKL and 90% confi-
dence intervals for the four different configurations using SEOBNRv2 source with a set duration
of 5Hz and compared against SEOBNRv2 templates with different low frequency cutoffs. The
DKL was calculated comparing the 1D distributions to the fmin = 10Hz case (notice its DKL
is zero i.e. they’re identical). The confidence intervals also given to show the change between
them. Based on the DKL results, the 1D posteriors of fmin = 10, 20Hz seem to be the same
distribution; however, they differ significantly to fmin = 30, 40Hz.
the curve for lnLmarg is significantly narrower and higher for fmin = 10Hz and 20Hz (brown
and green) compared to 30Hz or 40Hz(red and magenta). This result is as expected as noted
in Chapter 2: even though very little signal power is associated with very low frequencies,
a significant amount of information about the total mass is available there with all other
parameters of the system perfectly known. We see this not only in the ILE runs but also in
the corresponding PDFs. The PDFs are significant higher and narrower for lower frequencies
compared to higher frequencies. The lowest two frequencies have nearly identical posterior
distributions, as measured by KL divergence, see Table 3.5.
This very significant effect demonstrates the critical need for long simulations and hybrids.
We will return to the impact of low-frequency content in Section 3.3.4. Before moving on,
however, we recall the caveat about simulation duration from Chapter 2: our ability to precisely
determine the mass (i.e., via low frequency content) is largely washed out in the end due to
strong degeneracies between mass, mass ratio, and spin.
3.3 Validation studies
In this section we self-consistently assess our errors in h(t) and lnL. Using the diagnostics de-
scribed above, we systematically assess the impact of Monte Carlo error; waveform extraction
error; simulation resolution; and limited access to low frequency content. We will show via
our diagnostics that the effects from these potential sources of error can be either completely
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Trial DKL CI (90%)
v1 0 (68.9 - 71.9)
v2 4.8e-5 (68.9 - 71.9)
v3 5.6e-5 (68.9 - 71.9)
Table 3.6: KL Divergence and 90% confidence intervals between different runs of
the same null test.: This table shows the DKL, calculated using Eq. 3.2.14 and 90%
confidence intervals for three different runs of the same configuration as described in Section
3.2.3. The DKL was calculated comparing the 1D distributions to Trial v1 (notice its DKL is
zero i.e. they’re identical). The confidence intervals also given to show the change between
them. Based on the DKL results, the 1D posteriors of these different trials are identical.
ignored or be rendered insignificant (by a value choice i.e. a high enough extraction radius
or by marginalizing over all dimensions). For each potential source of error, we wrap up with
DKL to objectively quantify the differences in the PDFs derived from the fit to the lnLmarg.
As will be immediately apparent shortly, these errors are very small, with minimal impact
on the width of the posterior distribution for the SNR and binary parameter regime of interest
here. We use Eq. 3.2.11 to set a accuracy requirement below which the error introduced is
insignificant. In particular, we use a ρ = 25 which translates to a accuracy requirement of
log10(M) = −2.8. In other words, these “statistical errors” (associated with the width of the
posterior) will likely be much larger than the systematic errors (e.g., resolution) for the near
future, for events like GW150914 in comparable noise.
3.3.1 Impact of Monte Carlo error
We have already estimated the error from our Monte Carlo integration is minimal in Section
3.2.3. Here we repeat our analysis of our null example two extra times. Again simulation RIT-
1a is taken to be the source and is compared against itself with M = 70M⊙, fmin = 30Hz,
and ı = 0.785. Here we construct the fits to each corresponding lnLmarg and PDF as shown in
Figure 3.8. It is clear that these distributions from the bottom panel of Figure 3.8 are identical,
and therefore the Monte Carlo error has a minimal impact on our results. To further quantify
the difference, DKL and CI are provided in Table 3.6. The extremely small DKL(∼ 10−5)
solidifies the insignificance of the error introduced by Monte Carlo integration.
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Figure 3.8: Single null runs of ILE with their corresponding PDFs: The top panel
shows single ILE runs with of multiple null runs for RIT-1a; this is the same run as Example
0 (RIT-1a compared against itself) in Section 3.2.3 but ran multiple times represented by
different colors. The bottom panel shows the corresponding PDFs derived from the fits of the
ILE runs (see Eq. 3.2.13). The PDFs are clearly the same curve.
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3.3.2 Error budget for waveform extraction
GWs are only unambiguously defined at infinity; however, NR is only in a finite region in
practice [109]. The consequence of this is an increase in the mismatch with a decrease in
extraction radius. The Figure 3.9 shows an example of this trend. In these match studies,
we adopt an accuracy requirement corresponding to a SNR=25 (see Eq. 3.2.11), as shown by
the black dotted line. The top panel of Figure 3.9 demonstrates the utility of our perturba-
tive extraction technique by comparing sources and template waveforms extraction using the
technique. In this case, error due to the finite extraction radius does not impact our results
significantly (per the above SNR-dependent threshold) until r ∼ 95M at a fmin = 20Hz and
r ∼ 82 at a fmin = 30Hz. The curve corresponding to a fmin = 40Hz is completely below our
accuracy requirement for all extraction radii. As you decrease the low frequency cutoff, more
of the waveforms are compared. Even with a relatively low fmin, a wide range of accessible
extraction radii correspond to a mismatch below our accuracy requirement. When we run
ILE to see how this error manifests itself in our parameter estimation method, we adopt a
fmin = 30Hz to compare more of the waveforms while at the same time being well below our
accuracy requirement.
The bottom panel of Figure 3.9 shows the similarity between the SXS collaboration’s pro-
vided strain and the strain extracted using perturbative extraction. In this panel we again
demonstrate the utility of perturbative extraction across multiple NR groups by comparing
SXS-0233 with itself at different extraction radii using the technique as shown in the curves
with circle points. The error due to the finite extraction radius does not impact our results
significantly until r ∼ 154 at a fmin = 20Hz and r ∼ 109M at a fmin = 30Hz. The curve cor-
responding to a fmin = 40Hz is again below our accuracy requirement for all extraction radii.
The curves with triangle points has a SXS-0233 source using the provided strain compared
against itself at different extraction radii using perturbative extraction. We would expect
these to similar to curves with circle points of corrsponding fmin; however, there are orders
of magnitude differences between them. A more detailed investigation is needed to determine
the cause of this discrepancy. We believe this might be due a difference in coordinates used by
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Figure 3.9: Mismatch between waveforms at different extraction radii using different NR groups and
extraction techniques: Here is the log of the mismatch vs extraction radius in units of M . The top panel compares
RIT-1a source using perturbative extraction at r = 190M and RIT-1a templates using perturbative extraction at
different extraction radii. The bottom panel compares: 1. (circles) SXS-0233 source using perturbative extraction with
r = 545M and SXS-0233 templates using perturbative extraction at different radii; 2. (triangles) SXS-0233 source using
the strain provided by the SXS collaboration (using polynomial extrapolation with N = 2) and SXS-0233 templates
using perturbative extraction at different radii. These all used a total mass M = 70M⊙ and an inclination ı = 0.785.
The green, blue, and red colors represent fmin = 20, 30, 40Hz respectively. The dash line represents log10(1/252). At
sufficiently high radius, the error introduced by the different extraction radius is irrelevant. As you increase cutoff
frequency, the closer we can extract the waveform while still being below our accuracy requirement. The bottom panel
also indicates significant differences between the provided strain and our perturbative extraction technique. This is
probably due to a coordinate issue. More needs to be done to determine the cause of this discrepancy.
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Extraction Radius (M) DKL CI (90%)
190 0 (68.8 - 71.5)
162.34 9.3e-3 (68.9 - 71.5)
141.71 3.6e-2 (69.0 - 71.8)
Table 3.7: KL Divergence and 90% confidence intervals between PDFs with different
extraction radii: This table shows the DKL, calculated using Eq. 3.2.14 and 90% confidence
intervals for PDFs with three different extraction radii. The DKL was calculated comparing
the 1D distributions to the PDF with r = 190M (notice its DKL is zero i.e. they’re identical).
The confidence intervals also given to show the change between them. Based on the DKL
results, the 1D posteriors are identical.
the two techniques. Even with this difference between the extraction techniques, the accuracy
requirement can be reached with a high enough extraction radius and/or a high enough fmin.
As long as we adopt a high extraction radius for our perturbative extraction technique, the
error introduced is irrelevant.
To show how the errors we see from the mismatch propagate through to ILE, we use the
RIT-1a simulation as the source set at a fixed extraction radius and compare it with itself
at different extraction radii. The top panel of Figure 3.10 shows an ILE run using RIT-1a
as a source with extraction radius r = 190M , total mass M = 70M⊙, and an inclination
ı = 0.785 and a RIT-1a template at different extraction radii (r = 190M, 162M, 141M) with
a fmin = 30Hz. The errors here are relatively small but bigger than expected from our match
study; however, the error shown in the match only applies to changes in the peak value lnL,
which can be seen in the top panel.
To help quantify how the error seen in the match study as well as the ILE, we calculate one-
dimensional PDFs from each of the fits to the ILE results. The bottom panel of Figure 3.10
shows the corresponding PDFs. These give a clearer visual of the differences between different
ILE runs. Even though minor differences can be seen, the PDFs are virtually identical. This
can be quantified by calculating DKL, see Eq. 3.2.14. Table 3.7 shows DKL along with the
CI for these PDFs. Based on the DKL, the difference between the PDFs remains small given
a large extraction radius. As long as we pick a relative large extraction radius, the error
introduced is insignificant, and this is always possible for the current simulations we have
available.
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Figure 3.10: Single runs of ILE with different extraction radii with their corre-
sponding PDFs: The top panel is the log likelihood vs total mass with different extraction
radii. Here we run ILE comparing RIT-1a at r = 190M as a source against itself at different
extraction radii. In this case, magenta is r = 141.71M , orange is r = 162.34M , and black
is r = 190M (null example). We focus our search on only the last few extraction radii to
avoid clutter. The source here has a total mass M=70 M⊙ and an inclination ı=0.785; the
templates have a fmin = 30Hz. The error is relatively small but bigger than what our match
study naively suggests (i.e., changes in lnL of order 10−4ρ2/2 ' 2 × 10−2, though this re-
sult only applies to the change in the peak value, which is indeed changes by less than than
amount). The bottom panel is the PDFs of each individual fit derived from the three plots
(see Eq. 3.2.13). Even though there are small differences, these PDFs are virtually identical.
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NR Label Resolution Mismatch
RIT-1a n120 0.0
RIT-1b n110 3.90e-5
RIT-1c n100 5.27e-5
Table 3.8: Mismatch between waveforms with different numerical resolutions: Here
is a mismatch study between the different resolutions for one NR simulation. Specifically
RIT-1a vs RIT-1a, RIT-1a vs RIT-1b, and RIT-1a vs RIT-1c. The results were evaluated at
M = 70M⊙ and ı = 0.785. The mismatch between the different resolution is very small and
is much smaller than our accuracy requirement. We therefore expect the error introduced to
be negligible.
Resolution (M) DKL CI (90%)
n120 0 (68.8 - 71.5)
n110 2.0e-4 (68.8 - 71.6)
n100 6.5e-4 (68.7 - 71.5)
Table 3.9: KL Divergence and 90% confidence intervals between PDFs with different
numerical resolution: This table shows the DKL, calculated using Eq. 3.2.14, and 90%
confidence intervals for PDFs with the three different resolutions for RIT-1a. The DKL was
calculated comparing the 1D distributions to the PDF with n120 (notice its DKL is zero i.e.
they’re identical). The confidence intervals also given to show the change between them. Based
on the DKL results, the 1D posteriors are identical.
3.3.3 Impact of simulation resolution
Here we analyze errors introduced by different numerical resolutions. Higher resolutions sim-
ulations take longer to run and computationally cost more than lower resolution ones. If the
effects of different resolutions are insignificant, numerical relativist will be able to run at a
lower resolution while not introducing any systematic errors. Table 3.8 shows a match com-
parison between the highest resolution RIT-1a and the two lower ones, RIT-1b and RIT-1c.
The null mismatch is not included since it is the trivial calculation (M = 0.0). The log of
the mismatches are orders of magnitudes better than our accuracy requirement (∼ −2.8), and
therefore introduce errors that are negligible.
We see a similar result when we ran ILE comparing the source simulation, RIT-1a, to all
three different resolutions (n100, n110, and n120). The lnL vs M for these ILE runs can be
seen in the top panel of Figure 3.11 including the fits. We again see a error so small that
changes between the three curves are almost impossible to see, even far from the peak.
Even though in this case the mismatch and ILE studies show conclusively the minimal
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Figure 3.11: Single runs of ILE with changing resolution and their corresponding
PDFs: The top panel is a graph of different lnL vs total mass curves with different numerical
resolution. Here we use RIT-1a as the source and compare it to simulations with the same
parameters at different resolutions, specifically RIT-1b and RIT-1c. The results were evaluated
with fmin = 30Hz at a total mass M = 70M⊙ with a inclination ı = 0.785. Here black is
n120, purple is n110, and blue is n100. Even though the error is clearly minuscule, we convert
the fits to a PDFs for completeness. The bottom panel shows the PDFs for the three different
resolutions (see Eq. 3.2.13). It is clear that these are all the same PDFs, and the error
introduced by different resolutions is irrelevant.
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fmin for ILE run (Hz) DKL CI (90%)
10 0.0 (69.2 - 71.2)
20 9.2e-3 (69.2 - 71.3)
30 0.34 (69.0 - 72.0)
40 1.9 (67.8 - 73.0)
Table 3.10: KL Divergence and 90% confidence intervals of PDFs derived from
RIT-4 sources with different low frequency cutoffs: This table shows the DKL and
90% confidence intervals for the four different configurations using a RIT-4 source with a set
duration of 5Hz and compared against RIT-4 templates with different low frequency cutoffs.
The DKL was calculated comparing the 1D distributions to the fmin = 10Hz case (notice its
DKL is zero i.e. they’re identical). The confidence intervals also given to show the change
between them. Based on the DKL results, the 1D posteriors of fmin = 10, 20Hz seem to be
the same distribution; however, they differ significantly to fmin = 30, 40Hz.
impact the numerical resolution has on the waveform, we generate 1D distributions from the
fits for completeness. It is not surprising to see in the bottom panel of Figure 3.11 the posteriors
from the three fits match almost exactly. To quantify this similarity we calculate DKL; Table
3.9 shows the DKL as well as the CI for the corresponding PDFs. Based on the DKL, these
distributions are clearly identical and using different resolutions does not effect the waveform
in any significant way. This resolution study was only done for a aligned RIT simulation; a
similar resolution investigation needs to be done for SXS simulations. We hypothesize that
this effect will also be minimal.
3.3.4 Impact of low frequency content and simulation duration
As demonstrated by Example 3 in Section 3.2.6 above, the available frequency content pro-
vided by each simulation and used to the interpret the data can significantly impact our
interpretation of results. In this section, we perform a more systematic analysis of simulation
duration and frequency content, again using the semi-analytic SEOBNRv2 model as a concrete
waveform available at all necessary durations. Before we begin, we first carefully distinguish
between two unrelated “minimum frequencies” that naturally show up in our analysis. It is
easy to get confused between the low frequency cutoff (in this work called fmin) and simulation
duration (or initial orbital frequency Mω0). The simulation duration is the true duration of
the simulation, which is a property of the binary and can be drastically different over many
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Figure 3.12: Single runs of ILE using a NR source with changing low frequency
cutoffs: The top panel shows plots of different lnL vs total mass curves with different fmin.
Here we compared a RIT-4 source with a duration of 5.0 Hz source compared to itself at
different fmins. Specifically brown has a fmin = 10, green has a fmin = 20, red has a fmin = 30,
and magenta has a fmin = 40. These results are similar to the SEOBNRv2 case in Figure
3.7. As the cutoff increases, our lnL curve becomes wider, and the peak value lnL is lower.
The bottom panel shows the corresponding PDFs to the fits (see Eq. 3.2.13). We again see
similarities between this case and Figure 3.7 minus the shift in total mass with increasing fmin.
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fmin for ILE run (Hz) DKL CI (90%)
10 0.0 (69.2 - 71.0)
20 1.7e-5 (69.2 - 71.1)
30 0.33 (68.9 - 71.8)
40 0.85 (68.4 - 72.1)
Table 3.11: KL Divergence and 90% confidence intervals of PDFs derived from
SEOB sources: This table shows the DKL and 90% confidence intervals for the four dif-
ferent configurations using a SEOB source compared against SEOB templates with the same
duration/fmin (i.e. if the source has a duration of 10 Hz, the template has a fmin = 10Hz).
The DKL was calculated comparing the 1D distributions to the fmin = 10Hz case (notice its
DKL is zero i.e. they’re identical). The confidence intervals also given to show the change
between them. Based on the DKL results, the 1D posteriors of fmin = 10, 20Hz seem to be
the same distribution; however, they differ significantly to fmin = 30, 40Hz.
NR simulations. The low frequency cutoff is a artificial cut to the signal that allows us to
normalize the signal duration of all our waveforms. This implies that the lower the fmin the
more there is of the waveform.
The top panel of Figure 3.12 shows the result of compare a RIT-4 source with a duration
of 5.0 Hz to itself with changing fmin. As fmin increases, a smaller portion of the model
waveform is being used to analyze the data. When fmin is high, we end up cutting off more
of the waveform. This results in a sharp decline in the lnL since one is now comparing
less of the waveform to itself. In this panel it is clear that fmin ∼ 10 − 20Hz seems to not
significantly affect lnLmarg; however, the curve changes drastically when fmin = 30 − 40Hz.
For completeness Table 3.10 shows the corresponding DKL and CI for different fmin, again
showing the similarities between the fmin = 10, 20Hz and the differences higher frequencies.
Hybrid NR waveforms will nullify this source of error by allowing us to compare more of the
waveform while at the same time allowing us to standardize durations.
To investigate the shift in mass seen in Figure 3.7 further, we compare a SEOBNRv2
source to a SEOBNRv2 template with the same duration/fmin (i.e. the source has a duration
of 10 Hz therefore the template has a fmin = 10Hz). This was done to investigate the shift in
total mass seen in the Figure 3.7 for a SEOBNRv2 source with a fixed duration compared to
a SEOBNRv2 template with different low frequency cutoffs. As the Figure 3.13 now shows,
this shift was a product of comparing a source and templates with different signal lengths.
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Figure 3.13: Single runs of ILE using a SEOBNRv2 source and template with the
same duration and low frequency cutoff : The top panel shows plots of different lnL vsM
curves that compares the source and template with the same duration and low frequency cutoff.
Here we compared a SEOBNRv2 source with a certain duration compared to a SEOBNRv2
template with the same fmin. Specifically brown has a fmin = 10, green has a fmin = 20, red
has a fmin = 30, and magenta has a fmin = 40. These results are similar to in Figure 3.7 in
that we used a SEOBNRv2 source with similar parameters as RIT-1a with M = 70M⊙ and
ı = 0.785. As the cutoff increases, our lnL curve becomes wider. The bottom panel shows the
corresponding PDFs to the fits (see Eq. 3.2.13). We again see similarities between this case
and Figure 3.7 minus the shift in total mass with increasing fmin.
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When we now set the same duration for the source and fmin for the template, the ILE results
and their corresponding PDFs peak around the same mass point. We still see a widening of
the curves with increasing fmin; this corresponds to a wider and shorter PDF. We calculate
DKL and CI for this case as well, see Table 3.11. These values shows that fmin = 10, 20Hz
are relatively similar while the higher frequencies are significantly different.
3.4 Advantages to using numerical relativity
3.4.1 Impact of higher harmonics
As shown by Example 1 in Section 3.2.5 and by others, the semi-analytic models currently used
for parameter estimation fails to capture all the information contained in the NR waveform
[110, 111, 112]. Building off their insight on the power of individual modes, we conduct our
own analysis for simulations RIT-1a and RIT-2. Since every NR simulation is different, their
dependence on higher harmonics varies. The top panels of Figure 3.14 show the individual
SNR (normalized by the dominant (2,2) mode) of RIT-1a. The dash represents our accuracy
requirement above which a mode begins to impact our results significantly. If you take the
case for a system ∼ 70M⊙, higher modes’ impact become significant; however, this dash line
assumes a SNR set by us. If we pick a SNR closer the SNR of GW150914 (ρ ∼ 20), the
dash moves upward to -2.6. This pushes the point at which higher modes start to impact our
results at higher masses. Therefore in the case of the real event, the l = 2 modes were almost
sufficient to recover the parameters of the source, and our results more or less agree with [2].
If we instead had a more exotic source, say with a higher q, more modes would be required
to accurately recover the parameters. The bottom panels of Figure 3.14 shows the SNR of
individual modes of RIT-2 (q = 2.0) normalized by the dominant (2,2) mode. If we assume
the same total mass and a ρ = 25, multiple modes contribute to the source. In this particular
case, l = 3 is still not sufficient; therefore, l = 4 modes would be needed to extract all
the information from the waveform. With the use of our method, we can now build off of
previous work [110, 111, 112] and use parameter estimation with higher modes to extract all
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Figure 3.14: Higher harmonics importance depends on total mass and the intrinsic
parameters of the system: A graph of SNR ratio ρlm/ρ22 vs M . The top panels show
the SNR distributed into individual modes for RIT-1a (q = 1.22). The bottom panels show
the SNR modes for RIT-2 (q = 2.0). The dash line is log10(1/252) and represents our level
of interest above which we consider higher harmonics important. The importance of higher
harmonics for a given simulation depends on the total mass; as the total mass of the system
increases, the number of relevant modes increases as well. Even for nonprecessing cases such
as these, many modes can impact our results over a range of realistic masses. For the mass we
use for this paper (M = 70M⊙), RIT-1a starts to be affected by higher modes while RIT-2
would need to include the l = 4 modes to extract all the physics from the waveform. The right
panels are a down-selected plot of their relative left panels. To reduce clutter, we only include
modes that get close or go over our accuracy requirement at any given total mass.
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the important informaiton in all relevant modes.
3.4.2 Comparison of lnL obtained with SEOB and with NR
The agreement between NR and other semi-analytic models is heavy influenced by the particu-
lar system’s dependence of higher harmonics. Even for a system that, based on the top panels
of Figure 3.14, does not have much contribution for higher harmonics, the differences between
SEOB and NR are different enough to significantly impact our final results, see Section 3.2.5.
A study with a SEOB waveform based on a NR simulation that included more modes, RIT-2,
would see a even bigger discrepancy. Using NR instead of SEOB allows for better recovery of
the parameters by including higher modes and allows for the circumvention of approximations
introduced in analytic models.
3.5 Reconstructing properties of synthetic data I: Zero, Aligned,
and Precessing spin
This section is dedicated to end-to-end runs of our parameter estimation technique ILE. Unless
otherwise specified, we adopt a total binary mass of M = 70M and use the fiducial early-O1
PSD [2] to qualitatively reproduce the characteristic features of data analysis for GW150914.
Without loss of generality and consistent with common practice, we adopt a “zero noise"
realization (i.e., the data used for each instrument is equal to its expected response to our
synthetic source). Table 3.1 is a list of simulations we have used as sources in our end-to-end
runs; these include zero, aligned, and precessing systems all at different inclinations. Here we
start with a end-to-end demonstration with zero spin from SXS.
3.5.1 Zero Spin: A fiducial example demonstrating the method’s validity
We first illustrate the simplest possible and most-well-studied scenario: a compact binary
with zero spin and equal mass, as represented here by SXS-1. To enable comparison with
other cases where higher-order modes will be more significant, we adopt inclinations ı =
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Figure 3.15: Parameter recovery for zero spin equal mass binary I: Each point rep-
resents a NR simulation and a particular total mass. The top panel shows χeff vs 1/q with
q=m1/m2 and χeff defined in Eq. 2.2.8, and the bottom panel shows χeff vs M . The gray
points represent points that fall between lnLmarg = 168 and lnLmarg = 165. The black points
represent points that fall in lnLmarg > 168, i.e. templates that best match the source. The
peak value with this run was lnL = 172. These intervals were determined using the inverse
χ2 distribution (see Eq. 2.1.6). The rest of the colors represent all the points lnLmarg < 168
with the red represent the highest in the region. The green contour is the 90% confidence
interval derived using the quadratic fit to lnLmarg for nonprecessing systems only. The big
red dot represents the true parameters of the source. We are able to recover the 2D posterior
distribution that is consistent with the distributions with lnLmarg > 168 (black points).
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Figure 3.16: Parameter recovery for zero spin equal mass binary II: Each point repre-
sents an NR simulation; only nonprecessing simulations are included. The top panel shows the
lnLmarg as a function of χ1z and χ2z. The gray and black points represent the same intervals
as in Figure 3.15. The green contour also represents the same confidence interval as Figure
3.15. The bottom panel shows the 1D posterior distribution for 1/q. This 1D posterior was
derived from the quadratic fit of to lnLmarg for nonprecessing systems only. Here we show
results for six inclinations: ı = 0.0 (black), ı = 0.5 (red), ı = 0.785 (blue), ı = 1.0 (green),
ı = 1.5 (gray), ı = 2.35 (orange). Besides the numerical junk near the peak, we see that the
results from all the inclinations are the same, i.e. no more information can be obtained with
higher harmonics.
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0.5, 0.785, 1.0, 1.5, 2.35. For the purposes of illustration, we present our end-to-end plots using
an inclination ı = 0.
The top panel of Figure 3.15 shows χeff vs 1/q; the points represent the maximum log
likelihood lnL of all the different ILE runs across parameter space. The green contour is the
90% confidence interval derived using the quadratic fit to lnLmarg for nonprecessing systems
only. The gray points represent points that fall between lnLmarg = 168 and lnLmarg = 165.
The black points represent points that fall in lnLmarg > 168. These intervals were determined
using the inverse χ2 distribution (see Eq. 2.1.6) adopting d = 4 (two masses with aligned spin)
for the black points and d = 8 (two masses with precessing spins). This confidence interval
is consistent with the point distribution lnLmarg > 168 (i.e. black points), which represents
the points closest to the maximum. The bottom panel of 3.15 shows the χeff vs M with the
same green contour and black point distribution. As with the top panel, the green contour is
consistent with the black point distribution. Both plots recover the true parameters (indicated
by the big red dot) with regards to the confidence interval and the black point distributions.
The top panel of Figure 3.16 shows the χ1z vs χ2z where χ1z,2z is the z component of
the dimensionless spin where χiz = Siz/m2i with i = 1, 2. All the colors here represent the
same as in Figure 3.15. We again see that again the green contour is consistent with the
black point distribution. The bottom panel of Figure 3.16 shows the 1D posteriors for q for
six different inclinations. These produce distributions we expect to see; all the curves from
the different inclinations lie on top of each other. This implies that higher harmonics for this
particular case are not expected to provide any extra information. The "wiggles" seen near
the top of the curve can be explained by unwanted numerical junk associated with numerically
marginallizing over 3 of the four posterior dimensions; we will eliminate it in future iterations
of our postprocesing. By construction, this source needs no higher harmonics to completely
recover the parameters. Since all inclinations have the same distribution shape, the results
here are independent of inclination at a fixed SNR.
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Figure 3.17: Parameter recovery for an aligned, GW150914-like unequal mass bi-
nary I-a: Each point represents a NR simulation and a particular total mass. The top panel
shows χeff vs 1/q with q=m1/m2 and χeff defined in Eq. 2.2.8, for l = 2 The gray points
represent points that fall between lnLmarg = 167 and lnLmarg = 165. The black points rep-
resent points that fall in lnLmarg > 167, i.e. templates that best match the source. The rest
of the colors represent all the points lnLmarg < 165 with the red represent the highest in the
region. The green contours are the 90% confidence intervals derived using the quadratic fit
to lnLmarg for nonprecessing systems only. The dash line is the confidence interval for l = 3,
and the solid line is the confidence interval for l = 2. The big red dot represents the true
parameters of the source. The bottom panel shows the same graph as the top panel except
using the results from the l = 3 runs. The gray points represent roughly the same interval
but the black points represent lnLmarg = 168. We are able to better constrain the posterior
by using higher modes for this system.
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Figure 3.18: Parameter recovery for an aligned, GW150914-like unequal mass bi-
nary I-b: The top panel shows χeff vs M with χeff defined in Eq. 2.2.8 for l = 2. The
gray, black and other color points represent the same intervals as in the top panel of Figure
3.17. The bottom panel is the same plot as the top panel except it uses the results from the
l = 3 runs. The black, gray and other colors here represent the same as in the bottom panel
of Figure 3.17. The dash line is the confidence interval for l = 3, and the solid line is the
confidence interval for l = 2. The big red dot represents the true parameters of the source.
We are able to recover the 2D posterior distribution that is consistent with the black points’
distribution.
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Figure 3.19: Parameter recovery for an aligned, GW150914-like unequal binary II:
The top panel shows the lnLmarg as a function of χ1z and χ2z. The gray and black points
represent the same intervals as in Figure 3.17. The green contours also represents the same
confidence intervals as Figure 3.15. In this particular 2D parameter space, the results from
l = 2 and l = 3 were identical; therefore, only one plot is shown. The big red dot represents
the true parameters of the source. The bottom panel shows the 1D posterior distribution for
1/q. This 1D posterior was derived from the quadratic fit of to lnLmarg for nonprecessing
systems only. Here we show results for six inclinations all represented by the same colors as
the zero spin case, see Figure 3.16. In this case, we see significant differences between the
curves implying that higher harmonics could important for accurate analysis of this source.
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3.5.2 Nonprecessing binaries: unequal mass ratios and aligned spin
In the previous zero spin case, the higher order modes had a minimal impact. Now we introduce
an aligned spin GW150914-like simulation as the source, SXS-0233. Since this simulation
is similar to RIT-1a, we can infer the impact of higher harmonics from the top panels of
Figure 3.14. For our total mass of M = 70M⊙, we see that the impact of higher harmonics
border on being significant. Because of this insight, we did 2 end-to-end runs with SXS-0233:
one with l = 2 and the other with l = 3. The panels in Figure 3.17 are the same type
of plots as in the previous case; however, we have also included a contour representing the
90% confidence interval for l = 3 (green dashed line). In the top panel of Figure 3.17, the
posterior corresponding to l = 3 better constrains the mass ratio than that of the posterior
corresponding to l = 2. This implies that the higher harmonics has more information about
the mass ratio and therefore can constrain it better. The bottom panel of Figure 3.17 is the
same type of plot; however, this includes the results from the l = 3 runs. Since the lnLmarg
was higher, the number of black and gray points slightly decreased. It is clear from these
two plots that higher harmonics are significant and need to be included for this source to get
the best possible constrains on the parameters. The two panels in Figure 3.18 are χeff vs M
for the set of results in Figure 3.17. These show less of a difference between the black and
gray points’ distribution. The contours agree very well with each as well as the black points’
distribution in both sets or results. We recover the true parameters in both plots and with
l = 2 and l = 3; however, we can better constrain q with higher harmonics.
As with the zero spin case, we plot lnLmarg as a function of χ1 and χ2 in the top panel
in Figure 3.19. In this case the results were identical, so only one plot is shown. Here again
the dashed and solid green contour represents the confidence interval for l = 3 and l = 2
respectively. The bottom panel of Figure 3.19 shows the 1D distributions for 1/q for different
inclination values. The difference in the curves here could be explained by higher harmonics;
however, more needs to be done to corroborate this hypothesis.
In this particular case, as described in Figure 3.14, higher harmonics have a relatively
modest impact on the posterior. The minimal impact is by design: moving away from zero
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spin and equal mass within the posterior of GW150914, we have explicitly selected a point
in parameter space where higher-order modes have just become marginally significant. Even
remaining within the posterior of GW150914, as we move towards more extreme antisymmetric
spins and mass ratios, higher-order modes can play an increasingly significant role. We will
address this issue further in subsequent work.
3.5.3 Precessing binaries: unequal mass ratios and precessing spin, but
short duration
Since all the fits in this study have only used the nonprecessing binaries, one might come to
the conclusion that this limits us to analyzing only zero spin and aligned source. We can
potentially recover parameters of precessing sources if the duration of these sources are short
enough; this translates to only a few cycles and therefore little to no precession before merger,
see before Eq. 9 in [2]. Figure 3.20 are the same type of plots as in Figure 3.15. Here the gray
points represent points that fall between lnLmarg = 165 and lnLmarg = 163, and the black
points represent points that fall in lnLmarg > 165 with lnL = 171. As with the previous cases,
these intervals were determined using the inverse χ2 distribution (see Eq. 2.1.6) adopting d = 4
(two masses with aligned spin) for the black points and d = 8 (two masses with precessing
spins) for the gray points. As we expected, the short duration of this source allows us to recover
the parameters with a fit that only uses the nonprecessing cases as shown in the top panel of
Figure 3.22. Here we plot the lnLmarg(M) of a single null run of ILE comparing SXS-0234v2
with itself (black) and the whole end-to-end lnLmarg(M) using SXS-0234v2 as the source. By
construction, the lnL from the null run of SXS-0234v2 is the highest lnLmarg(M) possible.
If the maximum lnL from the whole end-to-end run is close (∆ lnL ≤ 1), we can recover the
parameters of the simulations without fitting with the precessing systems. In this case, the
∆ lnL = 0.97. We can therefore accurately recover the parameters of this precessing system
as evident by Figure 3.20.2
2When interpreting the above statement, however, it is important to note our analysis by construction uses
only information f > 30Hz. If we had access to a wider range of long simulations, we could have access to
information from precession cycles between 10 − 30Hz, even for sources of this kind and in this data. More
work is needed to assess the prospects for recovery for longer, more generic sources.
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Figure 3.20: Parameter recovery for an precessing, short, unequal mass binary I:
Each point represents a NR simulation and a particular total mass. The top panel shows the
χeff vs 1/q with q=m1/m2 and χeff defined in Eq. 2.2.8, and the bottom panel shows the χeff
vs M . The gray points represent points that fall between lnLmarg = 165 and lnLmarg = 163.
The black points represent points that fall in lnLmarg > 165, i.e. templates that best match
the source. The rest of the colors represent all the points lnLmarg < 163 with the red represent
the highest in the region. The green contour is the 90% confidence interval derived using the
quadratic fit to lnLmarg for nonprecessing systems only. The big red dot represents the true
parameters of the source. We are able to recover the 2D posterior distribution that is consistent
with the distributions with lnLmarg > 165 (black points).
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Figure 3.21: Parameter recovery for an precessing, short, unequal mass binary II: Each
point represents an NR simulation; only nonprecessing simulations are included. The top panel shows
the lnLmarg as a function of χ1z and χ2z. The gray, black, and other color points represent the same
intervals as in Figure 3.20. The green contour represents the same contour as in Figure 3.20. The big
red dot represents the true parameters of the source. The green contour is consistent with the black
point distribution. The bottom panel shows the 1D posterior distribution for 1/q. This 1D posterior
was derived from the quadratic fit of to lnLmarg for nonprecessing systems only. Here we show results
for the same 6 inclinations all represented by the same colors as the zero spin case, see Figure 3.16.
In this case, we see significant differences between the curves implying that higher harmonics could
important for accurate analysis of this source. He also see a large discrepancies between the ı = 1.5
distribution and the other inclinations. See Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23 for further analyses.
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We again show lnLmarg as a function of χ1 and χ2 in Figure 3.21 with all the colors
and contours representing the as in Figure 3.16. The gray points represent points that fall
between lnLmarg = 165 and lnLmarg = 163, and the black points’ represent points that fall
in lnLmarg > 165. The green contour are consistent with the black point distribution. We
again plot the 1D distribution for 1/q for different inclinations in the bottom panel of Figure
3.21 with all the colors corresponding to the same inclinations as in Figure 3.16. Here we
see relative consistency between the different inclinations, with a consistent trend towards
extracting marginally more information as the inclination increases. We have an outlier for
ı = 1.5: a nearly edge-on line of sight. For such a line of sight, keeping in mind we tune
the source distance to fix the network SNR, precession-induced modulations are amplified;
this outlier could and probably does represent the impact of precession. To investigate this
further, we again plot lnLmarg(M) of a single null run of ILE comparing SXS-0234v2 with
itself (black) and the whole end-to-end lnLmarg(M) using SXS-0234v2 with ı = 1.5 as the
source, see the bottom panel of Figure 3.22. By construction, the lnLmarg from the null run
of SXS-0234v2 is the highest lnLmarg(M) possible. Here we find a bigger difference between
lnLmarg of the null run and lnLmarg of the entire end-to-end run: ∆ lnL ∼ 1.8. We then
take all the individual runs from the end-to-end runs that compared 0234v2 to itself and
plot lnLmarg(M) for each inclination. As evident in Figure 3.23, the ı = 1.5 curve lies well
below the rest of the inclinations. More investigations are needed to be done to figure out
this discrepancy; however, this could imply SXS-0234v2 has many modes that are relevant,
reflecting precession-induced modulation most apparent perpendicular to J¯ the total angular
momentum vector. In future work, where we attempt to recover all spin degrees of freedom
for precessing sources, we will focus in particular on edge-on lines of sight like this.
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Figure 3.22: Proof of parameter recovery for an precessing, short, unequal mass
binary: Here is lnLmarg(M) of a single ILE null run comparing SXS-0234v2 with itself
(black) and the lnLmarg(M) for the full end-to-end run with SXS-0234v2 as its source (gray).
The top panel represent runs with a source with ı = 0.0, and the bottom panel represent runs
with a source with ı = 1.5. The gray points only include the nonprecessing templates. If we
take the difference between the lnL from the whole end-to-end run and the lnL from the null
run, we get a ∆ lnL ∼ 0.97 for ı = 0.0 and ∆ lnL ∼ 1.8 for ı = 1.5. Even if we were to include
the best template in our end-to-end runs (which is itself), we only get a slight increase in the
lnL for the face-on inclination. However, the edge-on case change seems significant; see Figure
3.23 for an investigation focusing on the peak values.
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Figure 3.23: Discrepancy in lnLmarg(M) for ı = 1.5: This is a plot of multiple lnLmarg(M)
comparing SXS-0234v2 with itself at different inclinations. Here ı = 0.0 is black, ı = 0.5 is
red, ı = 0.785 is blue, ı = 1.0 is green, ı = 1.5 is gray, and ı = 2.35 is orange. The edge-on
case is clearly different than the rest of inclinations; more needs to be done to discover the
origin of this discrepancy; however, this could be due to many significant higher modes.
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Using a full Bayesian parameter estimation technique, we directly compare GW150914 with
a large set of binary black hole simulations produced using full numerical relativity. Our
comparisons employ physics and radiation content (l ≤ 3 modes) not available or only par-
tially captured by the two semianalytic models used in LVC-PE[2]. Using our completely
independent approach, we nonetheless arrive at results similar to those of LVC-PE[2]. Com-
parisons including only the dominant modes (all l ≤ 2) constrain the total redshifted massMz
[64 − 82M], mass ratio 1/q = m2/mq ∈ [0.6, 1], and effective aligned spin χeff ∈ [−0.3, 0.2].
Including l = 3 modes, we find the mass ratio is even more tightly constrained. Both non-
precessing and precessing simulations fit the data; no compelling evidence exists for or against
a precessing origin. Even accounting for precession, simulations with extreme mass ratios
and effective spins are highly inconsistent with the data, at any mass. Several nonprecess-
ing and precessing simulations with similar mass ratio and χeff are consistent with the data.
Though correlated, the component spins (both in magnitude and direction) are not signifi-
cantly constrained by the data: the data are consistent with simulations with component spin
magnitudes a1,2 up to at least 0.8, with random orientations.
[1] (from which Ch. 2 is derived) also provides the first concrete illustration, using real
gravitational wave data, of several methods to aid the interpretation of gravitational wave ob-
servations using numerical relativity. First and foremost, this method demonstrates that the
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marginalized likelihood can be efficiently evaluated on a grid [69, 70]. Straightforward recon-
structions (e.g., fits, interpolation) allow us to reconstruct the posterior at low cost. Further,
NR simulations are sufficiently dense, and the marginal log-likelihood lnLmarg sufficiently sim-
ple, that lnLmarg can be effectively approximated using available catalogs of NR simulations.
Second, we provide and employ a simple but effective approximation to the marginalized like-
lihood. A particularly efficient way to communicate results, this data product enables further
investigations, including the impact of the prior on our conclusions; the ability to incorporate
the spin-precession instability into our posterior [91]; and anything involving conditional distri-
butions, which are trivially produced using the fit. Third, this investigation has demonstrated
the critical role that numerical relativity can play in data analysis while simultaneously illumi-
nating a path forward in the era of frequent detections. We demonstrate that NR results can
be directly applied to data analysis, without intervening approximations. In the future, while
low-frequency sensitivity will improve, so will our ability to effectively hybridize these simula-
tions, so this approach will remain valuable even when very long signal models are required to
reproduce the data. Targeted followup can be performed guided by lnL, our measure of overall
fit (maximizing lnLmarg over mass). Fourth, as described in PE+NR-Methods[5], this method
provides a direct and unambiguous method to assess the relative impact of higher harmonics,
waveform extraction, and modeling uncertainty on a point-by-point basis. Investigations using
this technique will provide a valuable complement to parallel studies with LALInference
[95].
As noted in LVC-Astro[113], the inferred spin magnitudes and misalignments provide
unique and distinctive clues to the astrophysical origin of GW150914. Notably, strongly mis-
aligned spins require a violent origin, either through exceptionally dynamic stellar processes
or a cluster origin. Our analysis cannot definitively support or rule out such an origin. We
recommend further analysis of GW150914 with improved models for binary inspiral and co-
alescence, whether derived semianalytically or via hybridization and/or interpolation of pure
numerical relativity. For example, LVC-SEOBNRv3[94] reports marginally tighter constraints
on (two) precessing spins, by comparing GW150914 against a model for the emitted radiation
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including the very early inspiral, which by necessity NR simulations must omit. Combined
with this method, we further anticipate a large-scale simulation campaign in full numerical
relativity to explore simulations comparable to GW150914 could allow us to extract more
insight into its nature.
We also provided a detailed systematic study of the potential errors introduced in our
method. These errors are analyzed and quantified by multiple diagnostics. We first used
mismatch studies between different waveforms. As noted in Eq. 3.2.10, we expect that lnL
is approximately proportional to the mismatch by an overall constant. We demomonstrate
this relationship explicitly, using NR sources and synthetic data. Once we obtained lnLmarg,
we fitted with a simple quadratic and derived a PDF using Eq. 3.2.13 with its corresponding
90% confidence interval. Using the PDFs, we can graphically see any errors that would have
been propagated through. To quantify this change, we calculate a KL Divergence between
two PDFs see Eq. 3.2.14. By using these diagnostics, we addressed and quantified systematic
errors that could affect our results.
Our validation studies systematically assess the impact of (a) Monte Carlo error, (b) wave-
form extraction error, (c) simulation resolution, and (d) low frequency cutoff/signal duration
via our diagnostics.
• (a) Based on our results from our examples, we were confident that the error from our
Monte Carlo integration would be small. To quantify the results that seem apparent by
eye, we applied our diagnostics (omitting the mismatch) and find the DKL between the
PDFs (i.e. DKL(v1,v1), DKL(v1,v2), DKL(v1,v3)) to be all DKL ∼ 10−5.
• (b) In a similar fashion, we apply our diagnostics to GW150914-like simulations from the
SXS and RIT NR groups. We validated the utility of the perturbative extraction tech-
nique but noted some differences between the strain provided by SXS and perturbative
extraction applied to their ψ4 data. Based on excellent agreement between RIT (with
perturbative extraction) and SXS provided strain, we expect the discrepancies relate to
improper assumptions regarding SXS coordinates. More needs to be done to discover
the origin of this disparity. From our match study, we determined that the impact of
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the error due to waveform extraction is insignificant at a large enough extraction radius.
This was validated via the DKL between three PDFs with the highest possible extraction
radii, which were all around 10−2 − 10−3.
• (c) When using our mismatch study to assess the impact of resolution error, it was
determined that the mismatch for all the different resolution was M ∼ 10−5. This
seemingly small difference in the waveform was then reaffirmed by the corresponding
DKL ∼ 10−4 − 10−5. From our diagnostics, it was clear that the error introduced by
numerical resolution was extremely minimal.
• (d) We finally our diagnostics to the impact of low frequency cutoffs and signal dura-
tion. For both NR and analytic models, the available frequency content provided can
significantly affect our results. After deriving our PDFs and calculating the DKL, we
found the lower fmin(10, 20Hz) were every similar and a narrow PDF with a high peak
while the higher fmin(30, 39Hz) produced a wider PDF with a lower peak. We stress
the importance of the hybridization of the NR waveforms to allow for a low fmin to
standardization NR waveforms while providing the longest waveform possible.
We also provide three end-to-end examples with three different types of sources. We started
with the simplest and most studied case, zero spin equal mass – where no significant higher
harmonics complicate our interpretation – to show our method works. We then moved on to an
aligned, GW150914-like, unequal mass source. Though the leading-order quadrapole radiation
from such a source is nearly degenerate with a zero-mass, zero spin system, this binary has
asymmetries which produce higher harmonics. We used our method with the l = 2 as well
as the l = 3 modes and found we could better constrain q using the higher modes. We also
found significant differences between the 1D probability distributions for 1/q; this implied that
higher modes were significant. Lastly we used our method on a precessing but short unequal
mass source. Due to its short duration of the observationally accessible signal, the binary has
little to no time to precess in band. This allows us to recover the parameters of the binary even
though we construct a fit based on the nonprecessing binaries. Even though the recovery of
parameters was possible, the edge-on case for our 1D distributions were significantly different
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than the rest. For this line of sight, precession-induced modulations are most significant; the
simplifying approximation that allowed success for the other lines of sight break down. Even
though we suspect this is also due to higher harmonics, more needs to be done to validate this
claim. In the future, we will extend this strategy to recover parameters of generic precessing
sources.
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